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Abstract

This paper re-examines changes in the causal link between money and income in the United States for over the past half century (1959 - 2014). Three methods for the data-driven discovery of change points in causal relationships are proposed, all of which can be implemented without prior detrending of the data. These methods are a forward recursive algorithm, a recursive rolling algorithm and the rolling window algorithm all of which utilize subsample tests of Granger causality within a lag-augmented vector autoregressive framework. The limit distributions for these subsample Wald tests are provided. The results from a suite of simulation experiments suggest that the rolling window algorithm provides the most reliable results, followed by the recursive rolling method. The forward expanding window procedure is shown to have worst performance. All three approaches find evidence of money-income causality during the Volcker period in the 1980s. The rolling and recursive rolling algorithms detect two additional causality episodes: the turbulent period of late 1960s and the starting period of the subprime mortgage crisis in 2007.
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“By now it should be unnecessary to motivate a study of the statistical correlation between the money stock and national income. At least since the work of Friedman and Schwartz (1963), this stylized fact has been considered among the most important in macroeconomics; at times, its explication has nearly defined the field.” Bernanke (1986)

1 Introduction

The question of whether the money supply Granger-causes aggregate nominal income has been central to many discussions among major macroeconomic schools of thought over the last fifty years. This debate has also been a source of fascination for applied research starting with the paper of Sims (1972) which provided empirical evidence of a unidirectional causal relationship from money to income. Almost half a century after this seminal work and despite a proliferation of subsequent studies, a general consensus on the money-output question remains an elusive goal.

The instability of the money-income relationship, in particular, has been well documented in the literature. Major political and economic events can lead to structural breaks in the data and hence potential changes in money-income causality. One recurring theme in the literature is subsample instability in the money-income relationship during the decade of the 1980s. Stock and Watson (1989) find that money has less predictive power for output for the sample period excluding data from the 1980s. By contrast, Friedman and Kuttner (1993) conclude that including data from the 1980s sharply weakens the significance of any relationship between money (however defined) and nominal output or between money and either real output or prices separately. Thoma (1994) shows that money Granger causes output only in the period of 1982-1987. Swanson (1998) finds that it is almost always present between 1960 and 1994. More recently Psaradakis, Ravn, and Sola (2005) conclude that money causes output in the first half of the 1980s but does not cause output in the second half of 1980s. They also find that money growth has more predictive power for output growth during recessions than during expansions.

Even situations where similar methodology are applied to the same data (broadly speaking), a variety of results have emerged. The predominant methodology is the vector autoregressive approach with recent work augmenting the traditional VAR with a Markov switching mechanism (Psaradakis, et al. 2005). Yet even within the same VAR methodology there is the added
problem, as noted by Stock and Watson (1989), that minor procedural differences are inescapably linked to arbitrary choices imposed by the researcher. Important points of difference include: data frequency (annual, quarterly, monthly); the treatment of the time-series properties of the data; the order of the VAR; the choice of monetary aggregate (M0, M1 and M2); the proxy used for economic activity (GDP, industrial production); and the control variables – the interest rate (Treasury bill rate, commercial paper rate) and inflation (CPI, WPI, GDP/GNP deflator).

The often contradictory and sometimes confusing evidence does provide one general lesson: causal relationships do change over time and links between money and output can be very sensitive to the sample period. A natural conclusion is that a testing framework that explicitly allows for unknown change points in the causal relationships is to be preferred to a traditional approach that either ignores or imposes some choice of sub-sample on the data. A central focus of the present paper, therefore, is on the possibility of time-heterogeneity in causal relations and the development of methodology that enables change point testing in such relations.

The primary methodological issue in developing a suitable testing framework is the role of trends, both deterministic and stochastic, in the analysis. Benanke (1986) observes that detrending data with deterministic trends enhances the explanatory power of money in output autoregressions. Writing around the same time, Eichenbaum and Singleton (1986) conclude that specifications using log-differenced data result in a small role for money in explaining output fluctuations. Sims (1987) argues that evidence of deterministic trends may be symptomatic of misspecification, which is ignored when the trends are removed. Similarly, Christiano and Ljungqvist (1988) suggest that differencing may also lead to specification error.

Stock and Watson (1989) advocate a careful methodological treatment of unit root behavior and time trends in the data. Their evidence suggests that output (industrial production), the money supply (M1), wholesale prices, and the 90-day Treasury-bill interest rate are characterised by independent unit roots, suggesting that previous inference using data expressed in levels may be inaccurate. They further conclude that the growth rate of the money stock contains a significant deterministic trend which should be removed (by quadratic detrending) in order to allow reliable inference on potential Granger-causality from money to income. But this approach has not been universally followed in the subsequent literature, more recent studies adopting a variety of specifications that include data in levels (Thoma, 1994), levels plus detrending (Hafer and Kutan, 1997), levels within a cointegrated VECM framework (Swanson, 1998) and first-differenced data (Psaradakis, et al., 2005).
In sum and in spite of extensive study, there still remains uncertainty about how to handle trends in estimating such models and how to conduct statistical tests of causal hypotheses. The approach adopted in the present paper is to utilize robust econometric methods that do not require choices of detrending or differencing to be made at the outset. The methods are specifically designed to be robust to the integration and cointegration properties of the time series used in the regressions and can therefore be applied without detailed or accurate prior knowledge of the presence (or absence) of unit roots.

An approach that might be expected to handle trends in causal testing would be to use reduced rank or VECM regression. Unfortunately, pre-testing for cointegrating rank inevitably produces size distortions and Granger causality tests suffers from nuisance parameter dependencies and nonstandard limit theory (Toda and Phillips, 1994). Alternative procedures that are applicable with such data are the fully modified VAR approach (Phillips, 1995) and the lag-augmented VAR (LA-VAR) approach (Dolado and Lütkepohl, 1996; Yamada and Toda, 1998). The Wald test statistics for both procedures follow standard chi-squared distribution. Yamada and Toda (1998) show that the LA-VAR test outperforms the fully modified VAR and the VECM approaches in terms of size stability, although fully modified VAR and VECM procedures generally have higher power than the LA-VAR test. In view of its superior size control properties, the LA-VAR approach is used in the causality tests proposed in the present paper.

Methods that have been employed in the literature to account for possible non-stability in causal relationships include the forward expanding window causality test (Thoma, 1994), the rolling window causality test (Swanson, 1998, Balcilar, Ozdemir, and Arslanturk, 2010, Arora and Shi, 2015, among others), and the Markov-switching Granger causality test of Psaradakis et al. (2005). While these methods have been applied in empirical work, the asymptotic, finite sample, and relative performance properties of the aforementioned methods are presently relatively unexplored. In addition to examining these tests, the present paper contributes by proposing a new time-varying Granger causality test based on a recursive-rolling window procedure. The recursive rolling window approach was proposed in Phillips, Shi, and Yu (2015a, 2015b) for monitoring financial bubbles and is adapted here to detect Granger causality and possible changes in causal direction. The asymptotic properties of this test are developed and the performance of the LA-VAR based forward, rolling and recursive rolling approaches are examined and benchmarked in a simulation study.

The suite of simulation experiments conducted here to assess the empirical performance of
three algorithms examines three possible scenarios all within the setting of a bi-variate VAR system. The scenarios are: (i) one integrated and one stationary variable; (ii) two variables are cointegrated; (iii) both variables are non-stationary but not cointegrated. We report detailed performance measures, emphasizing correct, false positive and false negative detection rates, as well as the estimation accuracy of the causality switch-on and switch-off dates.

Similar to the results reported in Hurn, Phillips and Shi (2015) for stationary systems, the rolling window procedure yields the best results, closely followed by the recursive rolling window approach. The forward algorithm is probably the least preferred of the three methods. In particular, the correct detection rate returned by the forward recursive procedure is much lower than those of the rolling and recursive rolling approaches. While the rolling window has a similar chance of indicating false positive changes in causal relationships, it provides higher correct detection rates and much more accurate estimates of causality termination dates than the recursive rolling method. Interestingly, all three procedures find it easiest to detect changes in causality when there is one integrated and one stationary variable in the system and hardest to detect changes when both variables are non-stationary but not cointegrated. These differences in the finite sample performance of the three procedures are likely to lead to disparate conclusions in practical work on detecting changes, such as in money-income relationships. Overall, the rolling window algorithm seems to provide the most reliable results.

The empirical work in this paper focuses on the widely studied US case and ignores potential between-country differences. In terms of the details of the construction of the VAR framework within which to conduct the tests of Granger causality, the literature offers little firm guidance. For the monetary aggregate, all studies invariably use M1 as one of the aggregates of choice, with the monetary base, M0, and broad money, M2, also being used. Swanson (1998) breaks with that tradition and includes Divisia M1 and M2 in the list of monetary aggregates used in the empirical analysis. The choice of proxies for real economic activity and prices are driven by the sampling frequency of the data: when the data are quarterly GDP or GNP and the associated deflator are used; when monthly industrial production data used a price index is preferred. In terms of interest rates, replacing the Treasury Bill rate with a commercial

---

1The non-United States studies by, for example, Williams, Goodhart and Gowland (1976) and Mills and Wood (1978) (United Kingdom), Barth and Bennett 1974 (Canada), Komura (1982) (Japan) and Kamas and Joyce (1993) (India and Mexico) and the multi-country study by Krol and Ohanian (1990) (United Kingdom, West Germany, Canada and Japan) are all illustrative of the broad appeal of this problem. Of course, country differences are to be expected given the vastly differing institutional and policy settings.
paper rate or even an interest rate spread does not seem to yield any conclusive results.

Likewise, there is little consensus on the number of variables to include in the VAR. Christiano and Ljungqvist (1988) and Psaradakis, et al. (2005) report significant Granger-causality using bivariate money-income specifications. But the majority of empirical applications use a four-variable VAR that includes money, income, interest rates and prices. Friedman and Kuttner (1993) and Swanson (1998) also use a five variable VAR specification that includes two interest rates (the Treasury Bill rate and commercial paper rate), but there is no conclusive evidence that this model is superior to the more traditional four variable specification.

Finally, the early literature (Thornton and Batten, 1985) found that tests for Granger causality were extremely sensitive to lag-length selection and advocated a thorough search of the lag space. This advice has largely been ignored in the subsequent literature with many studies arbitrarily fixing the number of lags at 6 or 12, Swanson (1998) being a notable exception where lag length choice is based on information criteria.

To conclude, as noted by Stock and Watson (1989), there are numerous choices that are typically imposed by the researcher when constructing a VAR framework for testing Granger-causality. Some of these choices are arbitrary and some may be avoided by the use of suitable model specification or robust estimation procedures. For our work, we choose a traditional four variable VAR with M1 as the monetary aggregate and use information criteria to aid the selection of lag length. The ultimate goal is to develop a testing procedure which allows for endogenously determined change points in any causal relation while at the same time treating trends, both deterministic and stochastic, in a way that does not require pretesting or prior removal of trend components, and in test construction to allow for potential heteroskedasticity.2

2 The Time-Varying Granger Causality Tests

2.1 The lag augmented VAR model

Let an n-vector time series \( \{y_t\}_{t=-k+1}^{\infty} \) be generated by the following model

\[ y_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 t + \eta_t \] (1)

2To the best of our knowledge, no previous work on the money-income relationship has used heteroskedasticity-consistent tests.
with \( \eta_t \) following a VAR\((k)\) process

\[
\eta_t = J_1 \eta_{t-1} + \ldots + J_k \eta_{t-k} + \varepsilon_t,
\]

(2)

where \( \varepsilon_t \) is the error term. The equation is initialized at \( t = -k + 1, \ldots, 0 \) and the initial values \( \{ \eta_{-k+1}, \ldots, \eta_0 \} \) are any random vectors including constant. Substituting \( \eta_t = y_t - (\beta_0 + \beta_1 t) \) into (1), we have

\[
y_t = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 t + J_1 y_{t-1} + \ldots + J_k y_{t-k} + \varepsilon_t,
\]

(3)

where \( \gamma_i \) is function of \( \beta_i \) and \( J_h \). with \( i = 0, 1 \) and \( h = 1, \ldots, k \).

To conduct a Granger causality test for the possibly integrated variable \( y_t \), Dolado and Lütkepohl (1996) and Yamada and Toda (1998) suggest estimating a lag-augmented VAR model such that

\[
y_t = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 t + \sum_{i=1}^{k} J_i y_{t-i} + \sum_{j=k+1}^{k+d} J_j y_{t-j} + \varepsilon_t
\]

(4)

\[
= \Gamma \tau_t + \Phi x_t + \Psi z_t + \varepsilon_t
\]

where \( J_{k+1} = \ldots = J_{k+d} = 0 \), \( \Gamma = (\gamma_0, \gamma_1)_{n \times (q+1)} \), \( \tau_t = (1, t)_{2 \times 1} \), \( x_t = (y_{t-1}', \ldots, y_{t-k}')_{nk \times 1} \), \( z_t = (y_{t-k-1}', \ldots, y_{t-k-d}')_{nd \times 1} \), \( \Phi = (J_1, \ldots, J_k)_{n \times nk} \), and \( \Psi = (J_{k+1}, \ldots, J_{k+d})_{n \times nd} \) with \( d \) being the maximum order of integration in variable \( y_t \). In a more compact form, we write

\[
Y = \tau \Gamma' + X \Phi' + Z \Psi' + \varepsilon
\]

where \( Y = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_T)'_{T \times n} \), \( \tau = (\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_T)'_{T \times 2} \), \( X = (x_1, \ldots, x_T)'_{T \times nk} \), \( Z = (z_1, \ldots, z_T)'_{T \times nd} \), and \( \varepsilon = (\varepsilon_1, \ldots, \varepsilon_T)'_{T \times n} \).

The null hypothesis of Granger non-causality is given by the restrictions

\[
H_0 : \mathbf{R} \phi = 0
\]

(5)

on the parameter \( \phi = \text{vec}(\Phi) \), using row vectorization, and \( \mathbf{R} \) is a \( m \times n^2 k \) matrix. The coefficient matrix \( \Psi \) of the final \( d \) lagged vectors is ignored as its elements are taken to be zero. The OLS estimator is

\[
\hat{\Phi} = Y'QX (X'QX)^{-1},
\]

where \( Q = Q_{\tau} - Q_{\tau}Z(Z'Q_{\tau}Z)^{-1}Z'Q_{\tau} \) with \( Q_{\tau} = I_T - \tau (\tau'\tau)^{-1} \tau' \). Let \( \hat{\phi} = \text{vec}(\hat{\Phi}) \) and
\( \hat{\Sigma}_\varepsilon = \frac{1}{T} \hat{\varepsilon} \hat{\varepsilon}' \). The standard Wald statistic \( W \) to test the hypothesis \( H_0 \) is

\[
W = \left( R \hat{\phi} \right)' \left[ R \left\{ \hat{\Sigma}_\varepsilon \otimes (X'QX)^{-1} \right\} R' \right]^{-1} R \hat{\phi}.
\] (6)

Dolado and Lütkepohl (1996) and Yamada and Toda (1998) show that this Wald statistic has the usual \( \chi^2_m \) asymptotic distribution, where \( m \) is the number of restrictions.

### 2.2 Recursive regression procedures

The recursive Granger causality tests calculate the Wald statistics from subsamples. Suppose \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are the (fractional) starting and ending points of the regression sample. The Wald statistic (based on the lag-augmented VAR) calculated from this subsample is denoted by \( W^2_{f_1} \). Let \( \tau_1 = [f_1 T] \), \( \tau_2 = [f_2 T] \), where \( T \) is the total number of observations, and \( \tau_0 = [f_0 T] \) be the minimum number of observations required to estimate the VAR system. For the forward expanding window procedure, the starting point \( \tau_1 \) is fixed at the first observation (i.e. \( \tau_1 = 1 \)) and the regression window expands from \( \tau_0 \) to \( T \). This is equivalent to having \( \tau_2 \) moves from \( \tau_0 \) to \( T \).

The regression window size for the rolling procedure is fixed. Here, we assume the window size equals \( \tau_0 \). The start point \( \tau_1 \) moves from the first observation to \( T - \tau_0 + 1 \) and the end point \( \tau_2 = \tau_1 + \tau_0 - 1 \). Alternatively, one can write \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) of the procedure as \( \tau_2 = \{ \tau_0, ..., T \} \) and \( \tau_1 = \tau_2 - \tau_0 + 1 \). The end point of the regression runs from \( \tau_0 \) to the last observation of the sample \( T \) and the start point follows, keeping a fixed window size \( \tau_0 \).

For the recursive rolling window procedure, like the rolling window procedure, the end point of the regression \( \tau_2 = \{ \tau_0, ..., T \} \). However, the starting point of the regression \( \tau_1 \), instead of keeping a fixed distance with \( \tau_2 \) as in the rolling window procedure, varies from 1 to \( \tau_2 - \tau_0 + 1 \) (covering all possible values). For each observation of interest \( f \), one obtain a sequence of Wald statistics \( \{ W^2_{f_1, f_2} \}^{f_1 \in \{0, f_2 - f_0\}}_{f_2 = \tau_0} \). We define the test statistic as the supremum of the Wald statistic sequence

\[
SW_f (f_0) = \sup_{f_2 = \tau_0, f_1 \in \{0, f_2 - f_0\}} \left\{ W^2_{f_1, f_2} \right\}.
\]

Inference on Granger non-causality for observation \( \lfloor f T \rfloor \) is based on the sup Wald statistic \( SW_f (f_0) \).

---

\(^3\)The forward expanding window Granger causality test has been considered in Thoma (1994), but in the (unaugmented) original VAR model for systems containing integrated variables.
Theorem 1 Suppose the process \( \{y_t\} \) is stationary, \( I(1) \) or \( I(2) \), possibly around a linear trend in each case.\(^4\) The subsample Wald \( W_{f_1,f_2} \) has a limiting distribution of

\[
W_{f_1,f_2} \implies \left[ \frac{W_m(f_2) - W_m(f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right]' \left[ \frac{W_m(f_2) - W_m(f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right],
\]

which is a quadratic function of the limit process \( W_m(.) \), vector standard Brownian motion with covariance matrix \( I_m \) where \( m \) is the number of restrictions. The sup Wald statistic converges to

\[
SW_f(f_1) \xrightarrow{L} \sup_{f_1 \in [0,f_2-f_0],f_2=f} \left[ \frac{W_m(f_2) - W_m(f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right]' \left[ \frac{W_m(f_2) - W_m(f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right],
\]
as \( T \to \infty \).

The proof of theorem 1 is given in Appendix A. The origination (termination) of causality is defined as the first observation whose test statistic exceeds (goes below) its corresponding critical value. Specifically, for each procedure we have

Forward: \( \hat{f}_e = \inf_{f_2 \in [f_0,1]} \{ f_2 : W_{0,f_2} > cv \} \) and \( \hat{f}_f = \inf_{f_2 \in [f_e,1]} \{ f_2 : W_{0,f_2} < cv \} \), \( f_e \in [0,f_2-f_0],f_2=f \) (7)

Rolling: \( \hat{f}_e = \inf_{f_2 \in [f_0,1],f_1=f_2-f_0} \{ f_2 : W_{f_1,f_2} > cv \} \) and \( \hat{f}_f = \inf_{f_2 \in [f_e,1]} \{ f_2 : W_{f_1,f_2} < cv \} \) (8)

Recursive rolling: \( \hat{f}_e = \inf_{f \in [f_0,1]} \{ f : SW_f(f_0) > scv \} \) and \( \hat{f}_f = \inf_{f \in [f_e,1]} \{ f : SW_f(f_0) < scv \} \) (9)

where \( \hat{f}_e \) and \( \hat{f}_f \) are the estimated origination and termination points and \( cv \) and \( scv \) are the corresponding critical values of the \( W_{f_1,f_2} \) and \( SW_f(f_0) \) statistics.

3 Simulation Experiments

3.1 An invariant transformation

We consider an \( n \)-vector time series \( \{Z_t\}_{t=1}^T \) generated by a first order VAR model

\[
Z_t = \Phi_{s_t} Z_{t-1} + u_t, \quad u_t \overset{i.i.d.}{\sim} N(0, \Sigma_u) ,
\]

\(^4\) We derive the asymptotic distribution of the subsample Wald and the sup Wald statistics under the null hypothesis with maximum integration order \( d = 2 \), as in Toda and Yamamoto (1995).
where $\Phi_{st}$ is the first order autoregressive coefficient, and $\Sigma_u$ is the variance-covariance matrix of $u_t$. Next, we introduce a transformation to the above model that is equivalent to the original model and specified as

$$Z_t^* = \Phi_{st}^* Z_{t-1}^* + u_t^*, u_t^* \sim i.i.d. N(0, \Sigma_u^*)$$

where $Z_t^* = P^{-1} Z_t, u_t^* = P^{-1} u_t, \Phi_{st}^* = P^{-1} \Phi_{st} P, \Sigma_u^* = P^{-1} \Sigma_u P^{-1}$ and $P$ is an $n \times n$ block lower-triangular matrix. Notice that for any combination of $\Phi_{st}$ and $\Sigma_u$ that give the same value of $\Phi_{st}^*$, the Wald statistics are the same (Yamada and Toda, 1998). Let $\Sigma_u = P P'$. Then $\Sigma_u^* = I_n$. The transformed model (11) gives a ‘standardized’ version of the VAR model (10).

The simulation is based on a bivariate version of (11) with $Z_t^* = (y_{1t}^*, y_{2t}^*)'$. For simplicity, we shut down the causal relationship from $y_{1t}^*$ to $y_{2t}^*$ and let

$$\Phi^* = \begin{pmatrix} \phi_{11}^* & \phi_{12}^* \\ 0 & \phi_{22}^* \end{pmatrix}.$$ 

Under the null hypothesis of no causality, $\phi_{st}^*$ equals zero. Under the alternative hypothesis, the causation relationship runs from $y_{2t}^*$ to $y_{1t}^*$ for certain periods of the sample. Let $s_t$ be the causality indicator which takes the value 1 for the causality periods and is zero otherwise. The autoregressive coefficient $\phi_{st}^*$ is defined as $\phi_{st}^* = \phi_{12}^* s_t$. The non-explosive conditions for the system are $|\phi_{11}^*| \leq 1$ and $|\phi_{22}^*| \leq 1$. There are four different cases to consider.

**Case 1.** If both $|\phi_{11}^*|$ and $|\phi_{22}^*|$ are smaller than unity, the system is stationary. The maximum lag order is zero and hence the lag augmented VAR is exactly the same as the original VAR model. This case has been examined in detail in Hurn, Phillips, Shi (2015), with $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*)$ equaling $(0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.8), (-0.5, 0.8), (0.5, -0.8)$.

**Case 2.** If $\phi_{11}^* = 1$ and $|\phi_{22}^*| < 1$, we have

$$\Delta y_{1t}^* = \phi_{st}^* y_{2t-1}^* + u_{1t}^*$$

$$y_{2t}^* = \phi_{22}^* y_{2t-1}^* + u_{2t}^*$$

where $y_{1t}^* \sim I(1)$ and $y_{2t}^* \sim I(0)$ and hence $d_{max} = 1$. In the simulation study, we consider the following settings of $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*)$: $(1, 0.8), (1, -0.8)$. The test statistics are calculated based on a VAR(2) model.
Case 3. If $\phi_{22}^* = 1$ and $|\phi_{11}^*| < 1$, we have
\[
\Delta y_{1t}^* = (\phi_{11}^* - 1) y_{1t-1}^* + \phi_{s_1}^* y_{2t-1}^* + u_{1t}^*
\]
\[
\Delta y_{2t}^* = u_{2t}^*.
\]
If $\phi_{s_1}^* = 0$, $y_{1t}^* \sim I(0)$ and $y_{2t}^* \sim I(1)$. If $\phi_{s_1}^* \neq 0$, $y_{1t}^*$ and $y_{2t}^*$ are cointegrated with a cointegration vector of $[\phi_{11}^* - 1, \phi_{s_1}^*]$. In addition, $y_{2t}^*$ is weekly exogenous for the cointegration parameters. The value of $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*)$ are set as $(0.8, 1), (-0.8, 1)$ in the simulation studies. The test statistics are obtained from a VAR(2) model.

Case 4. If both $\phi_{11}^*$ and $\phi_{22}^*$ are unity, we have a full unit root model, namely
\[
\Delta y_{1t}^* = \phi_{s_1}^* y_{2t-1}^* + u_{1t}^*
\]
\[
\Delta y_{2t}^* = u_{2t}^*.
\]
If $\phi_{s_1}^* = 0$, both $y_{1t}^*$ and $y_{2t}^*$ are $I(1)$. If $\phi_{s_1}^* \neq 0$, $y_{1t}^*$ is $I(2)$ and $y_{2t}^*$ is $I(1)$. The maximum integration order $d_{\text{max}}$ equals two. The regression model is VAR(3).

The next two subsections investigate the performance of the forward expanding, rolling and recursive rolling causality tests under this DGP with different parameter settings for Cases 2-4. We use the 5% asymptotic critical values obtained by simulating the distributions in Proposition 1 with 10,000 replications. The Wiener process is approximated by partial sums of standard normal variates with 2,000 steps. We repeat the calculation with 2,000 replications for every parameter constellation. The lag length $p$ is fixed at one.

3.2 False Detection Proportion

As in Hurn, Phillips, Shi (2015), we report the mean and standard deviation of the false detection proportion (FDP), defined as the ratio between the number of false rejections and the total number of hypotheses. Table 1 shows the impact of the persistence parameters $\{\phi_{11}, \phi_{22}\}$, the minimum window size $f_0$, and the sample size $T$ on the false detection proportions of the three algorithms under the null hypothesis ($\phi_{s_1}^* = 0$).

Overall, the rolling and recursive rolling window approaches have more severe size distortion than the forward expansion approach. For example, in the top panel of Table 1, when $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$ the average false detection proportions of the rolling and recursive rolling approaches
are 20% and 19% respectively, whereas the FDP of the forward expansion approach is 9%. The false detection proportion of the recursive rolling algorithm is slightly lower than that of the rolling window method in Cases 2 and 3 when the maximum order of integration is one. In Case 4 when $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ the recursive rolling window approach is more likely to produce false positives.

We now discuss the results in this table in more detail. The top panel considers different setting of $\{\phi_{11}, \phi_{22}\}$ with a fixed minimum window size and sample size (i.e. $f_0 = 0.24$ and $T = 100$). Evidently, false positive conclusions occur more frequently in Case 4 (both $y_{1t}^*$ and $y_{2t}^*$ are $I(1)$ and not cointegrated) than the other two cases. For example, for the recursive rolling window approach, the average false detection proportion is 61% in Case 4, which is respectively 45% and 44% higher than those of Case 2 with $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, -0.8)$ and Case 3 with $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (-0.8, 1)$. Furthermore, for Case 2 and 3, more accurate detection (smaller average false detection proportion) is achieved for all three approaches when $\phi_{11}^*$ and $\phi_{22}^*$ are of different signs.

In the middle panel, we vary the minimum window size $[Tf_0]$ from 18 observations to 36 observations with sample size 100 and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)$ for Case 2 and $(0.8, 1)$ for Case 3. Size distortion becomes less severe when the minimum window size increases. This is particularly obvious for the rolling and recursive rolling window approaches. There are 18%, 18% and 57% (21%, 20% and 56%) decreases in the FDP for the rolling (recursive rolling) approach in Cases 2, 3 and 4 when $f_0$ rises from 0.18 to 0.36. The increment is 2%, 3% and 7% for the forward expanding approach in Case 2, 3 and 4.

The bottom panel shows that the problem of size distortion is less severe with long data series. In fact, the false detection proportions of the rolling and recursive rolling window approaches decrease to a level similar to the forward expanding method. For example, with a minimum window size of 24 observations and $T = 400$, the FDP of the forward expanding algorithm is around 5%. For the rolling window approach, when $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$ (Case 3) and $T = 400$, the probability of finding false evidence of causality is 7% (declining from 20% when $T = 100$). The recursive rolling window approach shows an even greater reduction in FDP. With the same setting, the FDP decreases from 19% to 4% when the sample size rises from 100 to 400.

3.3 Causality Detection

We next investigate the performance of the three algorithms under the alternative hypothesis. We consider the case where there is a single causality episode in the sample period, switching
Table 1: The mean and variance of the false detection proportions of the testing procedures under the null hypothesis ($\phi_{12}^* = 0$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Rolling</th>
<th>Recursive Rolling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>)$: $f_0 = 0.24$ and $T = 100$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case II: $d_{max} = 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1,0.8)$</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1,-0.8)$</td>
<td>0.08 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: $d_{max} = 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0.8,1)$</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(-0.8,1)$</td>
<td>0.08 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: $d_{max} = 2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1,1)$</td>
<td>0.15 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[T_{f0}]$: $T = 100$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: $d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (1,0.8)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.10 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.08 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: $d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (0.8,1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.10 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.07 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: $d_{max} = 2$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (1,1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.19 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.15 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.12 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T$: $f_0 = 0.24$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Rolling</th>
<th>Recursive Rolling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: $d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (1,0.8)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.06 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.05 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: $d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (0.8,1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.07 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.05 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: $d_{max} = 2$ and $(\phi_{11}^<em>, \phi_{22}^</em>) = (1,1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.15 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.09 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.06 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Calculations are based on 1,000 replications. The 5% critical values are obtained from the residual based bootstrap with 1,000 replications.
on at \([f_e, T]\) and off at \([f_f, T]\). The causality indicator \(s_t\) is one for \([f_e, T] \leq t \leq [f_f, T]\) and zero otherwise. The performance of the dating strategies under the alternative hypothesis are evaluated from several perspectives: the successful detection rate (SDR), the mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) of the estimation biases of the origination and termination dates\(^5\) (i.e. \(\hat{f}_e - f_e\) and \(\hat{f}_f - f_f\)), and and the average number of episodes detected. Successful detection is defined as an outcome where the estimated causality origination date falls in between the true origination and termination dates, i.e. \(f_e \leq \hat{f}_e \leq f_f\). The mean and standard deviation of the biases are calculated among those episodes that have been successfully detected.

Tables 2 and 3 report the performance characteristics for all three algorithms under the alternative hypothesis. Table 2 considers the impact of the general model parameters on the test performance as in Table 1. Specifically, we vary the persistent parameters \((\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*)\) (top panel), the minimum window size \(f_0\) (middle panel), and the sample size \(T\) (bottom panel). The strength of the causal effect is fixed at the value \(\phi_{12}^* = 0.8\). Causality from \(y_{2t} \rightarrow y_{1t}\) switches on in the middle of the sample (i.e. \(f_e = 0.5\)) and the relationship lasts for 20% of the sample with \(f_f = 0.7\). Table 3 focuses on the impact of causality characteristics on the test performance, i.e. causal strength \(\phi_{12}^*\) (top panel), causal duration, \(D\) (middle panel), and location of the causal episode \(f_e\) (bottom panel). In Table 3, we let the persistence parameters \((\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)\) for Case 2 and \((\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)\) for Case 3, the sample size be 100, and the minimum window size 24.

It is apparent from the results reported in Table 2 and 3 that the rolling window procedure has the highest successful detection rate, followed by the recursive rolling procedure. The correct detection rate of the forward approach is far below that of the rolling and recursive rolling algorithms. For example, in the top panel of Table 2, when \((\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)\) (Case 2), with sample size 100 and minimum window size 24, the SDRs of the forward, rolling, and recursive rolling procedures are 39.9%, 86.3% and 77.9%.

From Tables 2 and 3, both the rolling and recursive rolling window procedures detect more causal episodes than the true value (one), except when causal strength is very weak (i.e. \(\phi_{12}^* = 0.2\) in Table 3). Furthermore, although the false detection proportion of the rolling window approach is of a similar magnitude to (less than) that of the recursive rolling window approach in Case 2 and 3 (Case 4), the average number of episodes identified by the rolling window approach

---

\(^{5}\)Let \(st\) denote the test statistic and \(cv\) be the corresponding critical values. A switch originates at period \(t\) if \(st_{t-2} < cv_{t-2}, st_{t-1} < cv_{t-1}, st_t > cv_t\) and \(st_{t+1} < cv_{t+1}\) and terminates at period \(t'\) if \(st_{t'-1} > cv_{t'-1}, st_{t'} < cv_{t'}, st_{t'+1} < cv_{t'+1}\).
Table 2: The impact of general model characteristics on the test performance. Parameter settings: $\phi_{12} = 0.8$, $f_e = 0.5$, and $D = 0.2$. Figures in parentheses are standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SDR $f_e - f_e$</th>
<th>Rolling $f_1 - f_1$</th>
<th># Switches</th>
<th>SDR $f_e - f_e$</th>
<th>Rolling $f_1 - f_1$</th>
<th># Switches</th>
<th>SDR $f_e - f_e$</th>
<th>Rolling $f_1 - f_1$</th>
<th># Switches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persistence ($\phi_{11}, \phi_{22}$): $f_0 = 0.24$ and $T = 100$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(-0.8, 1)$</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.12 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.11 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.07)</td>
<td>2.17 (1.09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(-1, 0.8)$</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.12 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.11 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.95 (0.97)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.8, 1)$</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.11 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.82)</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.12 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
<td>2.16 (1.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(-0.8, 1)$</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.11 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.12 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.08)</td>
<td>2.01 (1.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: $d_{\text{max}} = 2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 1)$</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.96)</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.11 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>3.50 (1.29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Calculations are based on 1,000 replications. The 5% critical values are obtained from the residual based bootstrap with 1,000 replications.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tends to be larger than its close competitor. This suggests that the causal episodes identified by the rolling approach are shorter than those from the recursive rolling method. The forward expanding algorithm under-estimates the number of switches when the sample size 100 and over-estimates the statistic (at a lesser magnitude than the rolling and recursive rolling procedures) when the sample size rises to 200 and 400 (bottom panel of Table 2).

Generally speaking, there are little differences in the estimation accuracy of the causality switch-on date. The average delay in the detection of the switch-on date is around 10% of the sample (with a standard deviation of around 5%) for all three procedures. For example, for the full unit root case (Case 4), with sample size 100 and minimum window size 24 (top panel of the table), the average delay in detecting the switch-on date is 10, 11 and 11 observations and with standard deviations of 7, 6 and 5 observations for the forward, rolling and recursive rolling procedures respectively. From the bottom right block of the table for the rolling and recursive rolling window algorithms, one can see that the average delay (in terms of sample proportion) declines when the sample size increases. Taking Case 3 as an example, when the sample size rises from 100 to 400, the average delay of the rolling (recursive rolling) window approach reduces from 12% to 9% and (12% to 11%) of the sample. In contrast, the corresponding statistics for the forward expanding algorithms remains roughly the same.

Nevertheless, the rolling window procedure provides a much more accurate estimator for the switch-off date in the sense that the deviation $\hat{f}_f - f_f$ has smaller magnitude and less variance. For example, for the cointegration case (Case 3), when $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$ with a minimum window size of 24 and sample size 100 (top panel), the mean delay in the switch-off point detection is 7 observations (with a standard deviation of 8 observations) for the rolling procedure, as opposed to 13 and 14 observations delay (with standard deviations of 13 and 15 observations) for the recursive rolling and forward expanding algorithms.

We next take a closer look at Table 2. In the top panel ($f_0 = 0.24$ and $T = 100$), we see that for Case 2 (Case 3) the correct detection rates of all three approaches are slightly higher (lower) when the persistent parameters $\phi_{11}^*$ and $\phi_{22}^*$ are of different signs. No obvious differences are observed in the estimation accuracy of the switch-on and -off dates.

For the middle panel, we let the minimum window size vary from 18 to 36 observations. For Case 2 and 3, the SDR of the rolling and recursive rolling approaches declines as the minimum window size increases. For instance, for Case 3, the percentage reduction in SDR is 31.3% and 38.2% for the rolling and recursive rolling methods. Interestingly, we see that in Case 4 the
SDR of these two methods increases as \( f_0 \) rises from 0.18 to 0.24 but decreases as it expands from 0.24 to 0.36. The additional information in the data delivers more accurate estimation in model parameters and hence more accurate tests in each regression when the minimum window size rises from 18 observations to 24 observation\(^6\). However, when there is a structural break in the data, a wide regression window induces larger estimation bias for a model which assumes constant model parameters. Therefore, SDR decreases when the minimum window size expands from 24 to 36 observations. The minimum window size has no visible impact on the performance of the forward expanding approach.

In the bottom panel, we increase the sample size from 100 to 400, keeping \((\phi_{11}, \phi_{22}^*)\) and \( f_0 \) fixed. It is clear from the results in the panel that for all tests, the successful detection rate increases dramatically with the sample size. For the rolling approach, it rises from 86.3% to 93.6% in Case 2 when \( T \) increases from 100 to 400. The advantage of the rolling approach over the recursive rolling algorithm in terms of SDR is more obvious in Case 3 and 4 than in Case 2. For example, when \( T = 200 \), the SDR of the rolling algorithm is, respectively, 9.2% and 9.5% higher than that of recursive rolling method in Case 3 and Case 4. In contrast, the difference in SDR between these two methods is 1.8% in Case 2. Furthermore, when the sample size rises to 400, the SDR of the recursive rolling window method exceeds that of the rolling window method by 0.9%. In addition, the rolling and recursive rolling approaches provide more (less) accurate estimates for the switch-on (switch-off) date as sample size increases.

Table 3 concerns the characteristics of the causal relationship. For all tests, the SDR increases with the strength of the causal relationship (captured by the value of \( \phi_{12}^* \)). For example, for the full unit root case (Case 4), SDR increases from 17.7% to 44.1%, from 79.5% to 84.4%, and from 59% to 67.2% for the forward expanding, rolling and recursive rolling algorithms respectively when \( \phi_{12}^* \) rises from 0.2 to 1.5. Moreover, as the causal relationship gets stronger, it becomes harder (with longer delays) to detect the termination dates of causality (with estimation accuracy of the switch-on date remaining roughly unchanged). For example, when \( \phi_{12}^* \) rises from 0.2 to 1.5, for Case 2, the bias of the switch-off date increases from 6 to 25, -1 to 12, and 3 to 25 observations for the forward, rolling and recursive rolling procedures, respectively. The dramatic rise in the estimation biases of the switch-off date is mainly due to the increase in samples where a switch is identified but no termination date is found as the causal relationship

\(^6\)Note that the VAR system for Case 2 and 3 has 10 model parameters while the system for Case 4 has 14 parameters to estimate.
Table 3: The impact of causal characteristics on the test performance. The sample size $T = 100$ and the minimum window has 24 observations. Figures in parentheses are standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causality strength $\phi^*_{12}$: $D = 0.2, f_e = 0.5$</th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Rolling</th>
<th>Recursive Rolling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi^<em>_{11}, \phi^</em>_{22}) = (1, 0.8)$</td>
<td>$f_e - f_e$</td>
<td>$f_f - f_f$</td>
<td>$# \text{ Switches}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.110 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.399 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.682 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.09)</td>
<td>1.07 (0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: $d_{max} = 1$ and $(\phi^<em>_{11}, \phi^</em>_{22}) = (0.8, 1)$</td>
<td>$f_e - f_e$</td>
<td>$f_f - f_f$</td>
<td>$# \text{ Switches}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.125 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.326 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.587 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: $d_{max} = 2$ and $(\phi^<em>_{11}, \phi^</em>_{22}) = (1, 1)$</td>
<td>$f_e - f_e$</td>
<td>$f_f - f_f$</td>
<td>$# \text{ Switches}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.177 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.321 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.441 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.15)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Calculations are based on 1,000 replications. The 5% critical values are obtained from the residual based bootstrap with 1,000 replications.
gets stronger. An estimated termination date of $\hat{r}_f = 1$ is imposed for those samples and this produces significant biases in estimation.

In the middle panel of Table 3, the causal relationship is switched on at the 50th observation and the duration of causality is then investigated for 10%, 20%, and 30% of the sample. The SDR of all tests rises dramatically as the duration, $D$, of the period of the causal relationship increases. For the rolling test, the SDR increases from 46.7% to 91%, 39.4% to 93.6%, and from 55.5% to 88.6% for Case 2, 3 and 4 respectively as the duration expands from 10 to 30 observations. Notice that the biases of the estimated origination dates also increase with longer causality duration. As for the termination dates, while the estimation accuracy improves slightly for the forward expanding approach, no obvious change patterns are observed for the rolling and recursive rolling approaches.

The bottom panel concerns the the location parameter $f_e$ which takes the values $f_e = \{0.3, 0.5, 0.7\}$. For the first scenario, causality is switched on at the 30th observation and lasts for 20 observations. The second and third scenarios are assumed to originate from the 50th and 70th observations respectively and last for the same length of time. The location of the causality episodes does not have an obvious impact on the performance of the rolling method. The forward and recursive rolling algorithms perform better (higher SDR) when the change in causality happens early in the sample. The impact of location is much more dramatic for the forward procedure than the recursive rolling algorithms. Notice that bias in the termination date estimates declines significantly as the causal episode moves towards the end of the sample period. This is mainly due to the truncation imposed in the estimation. Specifically, when the causality terminates at the 0.9, due to the delay in the estimation, the procedure may not detect the switch-off date until the end of the sample. In these cases, the estimated termination date is set to be the last observation of the sample, a strategy which results in a bias of 0.10 for the estimated of $f_f$. This reduces the bias and variance of the estimate.

### 3.4 Multiple Switches

We next consider the case where there are two switches in the sample period, the first causal period running from $f_{1e}$ to $f_{1f}$ and the second from $f_{2e}$ to $f_{2f}$. The situation is represented by the switch variable as

$$ s_t = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } [f_{1e}T] \leq t \leq [f_{1f}T] \text{ and } [f_{2e}T] \leq t \leq [f_{2f}T] \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} $$
The durations are denoted by $D_1 = f_1 - f_1e$ and $D_2 = f_2 - f_2e$. In the simulation, the locations of the switches are fixed at the 30th and 60th observations, $f_1e = 0.3$ and $f_2e = 0.6$. The durations of the causal episodes are varied and are $\{D_1 = 0.1, D_2 = 0.2\}$, $\{D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.2\}$ and $\{D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.1\}$. In the simulation, we set the sample size to be 100 and the minimum window size to have 24 observations. The strength of causality is the same for these two episodes, i.e. $\phi_{12}^* = 0.8$. Results are displayed in Table 4.

First, the correct detection rates of the rolling procedure are the highest among the three procedures. Second, it is easier for all procedures to detect episodes with longer duration. For example, compare the scenarios of $\{D_1 = 0.1, D_2 = 0.2\}$ and $\{D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.2\}$ for the cointegration case (Case 3). The SDR of the first episode is 36.5%, 43.2%, and 46.1% higher for the forward, rolling and recursive rolling algorithms when the duration of the first episode extends from 10% to 20% of the sample. Third, with the same length of duration, the detection rate is higher for the one that occurred first in the sample period. As a case in point, when $D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.2$, the detection rates of the first and second episodes in Case 4 are 83.8% and 68.8% using the rolling window approach. Lastly, for all procedures the estimated average numbers of switches are generally under the true value two for the forward and recursive rolling methods and greater than two for the rolling algorithm. This is because for the forward and recursive rolling approaches the detection rates are not high either for the second episode when the durations are equal or for the one with shorter durations, while the performance of the rolling method is better in these scenarios but tends to over-estimate the number of episodes.

4 The Money-Income Relationship

The money-income relationship in the United States is examined using a four-variable VAR model comprising the logarithm of industrial production ($ip_t$), the logarithm of the money base (denoted by $m_t$), the logarithm of the price index ($p_t$), and the interest rate ($i_t$). Money base is measured as M1 (seasonally adjusted), the interest rate is the secondary market rate on three-month Treasury bills, and prices are measured by the consumer price index for all urban consumers (all items, seasonally adjusted). All data are monthly observations for the period January 1959 to April 2014 (664 observations) and are obtained from the Federal Reserve Economic Database.

The data are plotted in Figure 1 which gives a clear indication that at least four of the series
Table 4: Test performance in the presence of two switches. Parameter settings: $\phi_{12}^* = 0.8, f_{1e} = 0.3, f_{2e} = 0.6, f_0 = 0.24, T = 200$. Figures in parentheses are standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switches</th>
<th>First Switch</th>
<th>Second Switch</th>
<th># Switches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDR</td>
<td>$\hat{f}<em>{1e} - f</em>{1e}$</td>
<td>$\hat{f}<em>{1f} - f</em>{1f}$</td>
<td>SDR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$D_1 = 0.1, D_2 = 0.2$

Case 2: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)$

| Forward | 0.332 | 0.06 (0.02) | 0.33 (0.27) | 0.617 | 0.09 (0.05) | 0.19 (0.04) | 1.43 (0.87) |
| Rolling | 0.522 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.10 (0.10) | 0.910 | 0.10 (0.04) | 0.12 (0.05) | 2.49 (1.07) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.421 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.26 (0.26) | 0.628 | 0.08 (0.05) | 0.19 (0.04) | 1.73 (0.91) |

Case 3: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$

| Forward | 0.263 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.19 (0.25) | 0.523 | 0.10 (0.06) | 0.14 (0.08) | 1.28 (1.05) |
| Rolling | 0.396 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.06 (0.08) | 0.751 | 0.12 (0.05) | 0.08 (0.08) | 2.28 (1.19) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.309 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.12 (0.20) | 0.602 | 0.10 (0.06) | 0.13 (0.09) | 1.67 (1.04) |

Case 4: $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 1)$

| Forward | 0.267 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.17 (0.24) | 0.473 | 0.10 (0.06) | 0.15 (0.09) | 1.34 (1.14) |
| Rolling | 0.423 | 0.06 (0.03) | 0.05 (0.07) | 0.786 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.07 (0.08) | 2.86 (1.34) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.425 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.16 (0.22) | 0.621 | 0.10 (0.06) | 0.13 (0.10) | 2.22 (1.21) |

$D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.2$

Case 2: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)$

| Forward | 0.728 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.43 (0.17) | 0.236 | 0.06 (0.05) | 0.20 (0.02) | 1.22 (0.60) |
| Rolling | 0.903 | 0.10 (0.04) | 0.22 (0.17) | 0.571 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.12 (0.06) | 2.12 (1.06) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.895 | 0.10 (0.05) | 0.44 (0.15) | 0.119 | 0.05 (0.04) | 0.19 (0.04) | 1.24 (0.64) |

Case 3: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$

| Forward | 0.628 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.28 (0.24) | 0.407 | 0.08 (0.06) | 0.15 (0.08) | 1.45 (0.92) |
| Rolling | 0.828 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.13 (0.15) | 0.611 | 0.13 (0.05) | 0.07 (0.08) | 2.35 (1.15) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.770 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.27 (0.23) | 0.347 | 0.09 (0.06) | 0.13 (0.09) | 1.62 (0.96) |

Case 4: $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 1)$

| Forward | 0.602 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.28 (0.24) | 0.382 | 0.09 (0.06) | 0.15 (0.08) | 1.50 (1.03) |
| Rolling | 0.838 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.10 (0.13) | 0.688 | 0.12 (0.05) | 0.06 (0.08) | 2.83 (1.25) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.802 | 0.10 (0.05) | 0.31 (0.23) | 0.308 | 0.09 (0.06) | 0.13 (0.10) | 1.81 (1.10) |

$D_1 = 0.2, D_2 = 0.1$

Case 2: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 0.8)$

| Forward | 0.728 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.43 (0.17) | 0.193 | 0.04 (0.03) | 0.24 (0.10) | 1.26 (0.71) |
| Rolling | 0.903 | 0.10 (0.04) | 0.18 (0.12) | 0.306 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.07 (0.08) | 2.26 (1.20) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.895 | 0.10 (0.05) | 0.43 (0.15) | 0.103 | 0.04 (0.03) | 0.21 (0.11) | 1.29 (0.74) |

Case 3: $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (0.8, 1)$

| Forward | 0.628 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.26 (0.23) | 0.251 | 0.04 (0.03) | 0.18 (0.13) | 1.38 (1.01) |
| Rolling | 0.828 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.11 (0.11) | 0.234 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.03 (0.07) | 2.23 (1.22) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.770 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.25 (0.22) | 0.199 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.12 (0.13) | 1.61 (1.04) |

Case 4: $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ and $(\phi_{11}^*, \phi_{22}^*) = (1, 1)$

| Forward | 0.602 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.26 (0.23) | 0.233 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.17 (0.13) | 1.45 (1.13) |
| Rolling | 0.838 | 0.11 (0.05) | 0.09 (0.10) | 0.310 | 0.04 (0.03) | 0.02 (0.07) | 2.86 (1.39) |
| Recursive Rolling | 0.802 | 0.10 (0.05) | 0.28 (0.22) | 0.183 | 0.05 (0.03) | 0.13 (0.13) | 1.93 (1.22) |

Note: Calculations are based on 1,000 replications. The 5% critical values are obtained from the residual based bootstrap with 1,000 replications.
Figure 1: Time series plots of the logarithms of industrial production, money (M1 and M2) and price index, and the interest rate in the United States from January 1959 to April 2014.

are non-stationary. In particular, there are obvious upward trends in $i_t$, $m_t$ and $p_t$. While the testing procedure based on the LA-VAR does not require pre-filtering the data series by de-trending or taking differences, it does need information about the maximum possible order of integration. To find the maximum order of integration of the system, we conduct augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests for all data series (Dickey and Fuller, 1979) with a constant and a linear time trend in the regression equation. In addition, to account for potential structural breaks in the data series we use the unit root tests of Perron and Vogelsang (1992) and Clemente, Montanes, and Reyes (1998): each of these tests searches for unknown structural breaks with either additive outliers (AO) or innovational outliers (IO). The Perron-Vogelsang test allows for one break, while the Clemente et al. (1998) test allows for two breaks under both the null hypothesis of a unit root null and alternative hypotheses of stationarity. The test statistics and their respective finite sample critical values are displayed in Table 5. Lag orders of all tests are selected using BIC with maximum lag order of 5. The finite sample critical values are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation with 5,000 replications.

All data series are found to be I(1) when assuming no structural break (the ADF test) or one unknown structural break with additive outliers – the AO test of Perron and Vogelsang (1992) – or two unknown structural breaks with additive outliers – the AO test of Clemente et al. (1998). When assuming structural break(s) with innovational outliers, $p_t$ is found to stationary while $i_t$ is stationary only in the case of the IO test with two unknown breaks. The other data series are found to be I(1). This result implies that the maximum order of integration is I(1). We
Table 5: Unit Root Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AO</td>
<td>IO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ip_t$</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>-2.43</td>
<td>-3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_t$</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_t$</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>-2.68</td>
<td>-7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i_t$</td>
<td>-2.91</td>
<td>-3.60</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta ip_t$</td>
<td>-17.80</td>
<td>-13.84</td>
<td>-13.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta m_t$</td>
<td>-20.25</td>
<td>-15.82</td>
<td>-15.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta i_t$</td>
<td>-18.21</td>
<td>-19.58</td>
<td>-19.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10% | -3.15 | -3.95 | -4.14 | -4.98 | -4.27 |
5%  | -3.43 | -4.20 | -4.41 | -5.23 | -5.49 |
1%  | -3.96 | -4.79 | -5.01 | -5.76 | -6.09 |

Note: The finite sample critical values are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation with 5,000 replications. The lag orders are selected using BIC with maximum lag order of 5.

therefore set $d$ in (4) to unity and include both a constant and a time trend in the regression leading to the specification

$$Z_t = C_0 + C_1 t + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \Pi_i Z_{t-i} + \Psi Z_{t-p-1} + \varepsilon_t,$$

where $Z_t = (ip_t, m_t, p_t, i_t)'$.

We now investigate the existence of causal relationship from money to income using the forward, rolling and recursive rolling procedures. The minimum window size is set to be 72 (six-years). The lag length is selected using AIC applied to the whole sample period with a maximum lag order of 12. After selecting the lag length, it is then fixed and applied in all subsample regressions. The critical values for the forward, rolling and recursive rolling procedures are obtained from the residual-based bootstrap with 1,000 replications. For sensitivity analysis, we also provide test results for an LA-VAR model which is estimated on the levels of the data rather than the logarithms. The four variables are industrial production, the money base (M1), the price index, and the interest rate. The minimum window size and the lag order selection method employed remain the same.
In addition to the standard test statistics presented in Section 2, we consider heteroskedastic-consistent versions of the tests as in Hurn, Phillips and Shi (2015). The heteroskedastic-consistent supsample Wald statistic is denoted by \( \tilde{W}_{f_1,f_2} \) and defined as

\[
\tilde{W}_{f_1,f_2} = T_w \left( R \hat{\phi}_{f_1,f_2} \right)' \left[ R \left( \hat{V}_{f_1,f_2}^{-1} \hat{W}_{f_1,f_2} \hat{V}_{f_1,f_2}^{-1} \right) R \right]^{-1} \left( R \hat{\phi}_{f_1,f_2} \right),
\]

where \( \hat{V}_{f_1,f_2} = I_n \otimes \hat{Q}_{f_1,f_2} \) with \( \hat{Q}_{f_1,f_2} \equiv \sum_{t=\lfloor T_{f_1} \rfloor}^{\lceil T_{f_2} \rceil} \left( \sum_{i=\lfloor T_{f_1} \rfloor}^{\lceil T_{f_2} \rceil} x_i q_{ii} x_i' \right) \) with \( q_{ii} \) being the \( i \)th row and \( i \)th column of \( Q \), and \( \hat{W}_{f_1,f_2} \equiv \frac{1}{T_w} \sum_{t=\lfloor T_{f_1} \rfloor}^{\lceil T_{f_2} \rceil} \hat{\xi}_t \hat{\xi}_t' \) with \( \hat{\xi}_t \equiv \hat{\varepsilon}_t \otimes x_t \). The heteroskedastic-consistent sup Wald statistic is

\[
SW_{f_0} := \sup \left\{ \tilde{W}_{f_1,f_2} : f_1 \in [0, f_2 - f_0], f_2 = f \right\}.
\]

Figure 2 displays the test statistic sequences and their corresponding 5% critical values for the forward, rolling and recursive rolling procedures in panel (a), (c) and (e) assuming homoskedasticity and panels (b), (d) and (f) assuming heteroskedasticity. Similarly the results when the LA-VAR is estimated on the levels of the data rather than logs are shown in Figure 3. The assumptions about the variance have a significant influence on the outcomes in all three testing procedures for the LA-VAR with the data expressed in logarithms, Figure 2. Take the recursive rolling approach as an example. In panel (e) of Figure 2, in which homoskedasticity is assumed, the algorithm finds one prolonged period of causality of money to income running from 1986 to early 2002. This is in stark contrast to findings in panel (f) where the maintained assumption is that of heteroskedasticity. The recursive rolling window test detects no causality at all during this period. On the other hand, the effect of the assumption of homoskedasticity seems less significant in Figure 3. These disparate results again manifest the sensitivity of findings to choices made by the researcher. In this instance, it seems reasonable to conclude that more emphasis should be placed on the heteroskedastic-consistent tests in interpreting the results.

The Granger causality change points identified by the three algorithms are summarised in Table 6. Three major periods of causality running from money to income can be identified from Figures 2 and 3 and the results are summarised accordingly. Period I identifies a number of shorter bursts of causality with the earliest start date being recorded as August 1966 and last end date being September 1974. Period II coincides with the early 1980s. The earliest start date is December 1977, but most instances date the episode starting in mid-1979 and lasting
Figure 2: Does money Granger cause income? Tests are obtained from a VAR model (Log) allowing for homoskedastic errors (panels (a), (c) and (e)) and for heteroskedastic errors (panels (b), (d) and (f)). The sequence of tests for the forward recursive, rolling window and recursive-rolling procedures run from November 1964 to April 2014 with 72 observations for the minimum window size. Lag orders are assumed to be constant and selected using AIC with a maximum length of 12 for the whole sample period. The shaded grey areas are official NBER recessions.
Figure 3: Does money Granger cause income? Tests are obtained from a VAR model (Level) allowing for homoskedastic errors (panels (a), (c) and (e)) and for heteroskedastic errors (panels (b), (d) and (f)). The sequence of tests for the forward recursive, rolling window and recursive-rolling procedures run from November 1964 to April 2014 with 72 observations for the minimum window size. Lag orders are assumed to be constant and selected using AIC with a maximum length of 12 for the whole sample period. The shaded grey areas are official NBER recessions.
Table 6: The start and end dates of causality episodes identified by the three algorithms. We use * to indicate periods that have a one or two month breaks in them and do not report causal periods that last only for one month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data in Logs</th>
<th>Homoskedastic Errors</th>
<th>Heteroskedastic Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period I</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>66Aug-67Feb, 69Jun-Dec, 70Feb-Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>66Aug-67Feb,70May-Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66Aug-68Jun*,69Feb-70Jun,73Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period II</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>77Dec-78Mar, 79Aug-09Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>79Jun-Dec,80Jun-81Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>79Jul-81Sep,82Jun-83Jan*,86Jan-02Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80Jul-86Apr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>81Apr-May,82Feb-84Jan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>81Mar-May,82Feb-84Jan*,84Jun-Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period III</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>07Feb-Jun*,08May-Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>07Nov-08Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07Nov-Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Periods</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>02Mar-Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data in Levels</strong></td>
<td><strong>Homoskedastic Errors</strong></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period I</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>72Jun-73Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>66Oct-67Mar,67Nov-Dec,69Nov-70May,74Aug-Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66Oct-67Apr,68Jan-70Oct*,73Aug-Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67Apr-Jun,68Nov-70Feb*,73Feb-74Jan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period II</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>79Oct-84Apr*,84Aug-85Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>81Mar-May,83May-84Oct*,85Apr-Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>80Apr-Oct,81Mar-May,81Oct-82Sep*,84Aug-85Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80Mar-84May*,84Aug-Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80Jun-Jul,81Feb-May,83Oct-84Jan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>78Apr-79Feb,79Jul-82sep,83Apr-86Feb*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period III</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>07Aug-08May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>07Aug-08Apr*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>08Dec-09Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>07Oct-Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Periods</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forward</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rolling</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Recursive</strong></td>
<td>02Mar-Dec*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Heteroskedastic Errors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02Feb-02Jun,02Oct-03Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91Jun-Jul,00Jul-Aug,02Oct-03Jan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: CPI inflation and the three-month Treasury bill rate from January 1965 to December 1984

until early 1984. Some isolated instances have the end date of this period in early 1986. Finally, Period III is a shorter episode which starts in the fall of 2007 and lasts until early 2008. There is some variation in both start and end dates. Some algorithms date initiation as February 2007 and, in one case, the end date is found to be early 2009. There are other identifiable periods of causality, but the discussion below focuses on these three major episodes.

The Great Inflation which began in 1965 and ended around 1984 has been labelled as one of the Federal Reserve’s biggest policy failures (Meltzer, 2005; Humpage and Mukerjee, 2015). Between 1965 and 1980, headline inflation grew from around 2 % to 14 % in a number of cycles as shown in Figure 4. Period I in Table 6 corresponds to the first major cycle of inflation growth. Meltzer (2005) argues that neglect of money growth during the early part of this period was a policy error that contributed to the start of the Great Inflation. Although there was little emphasis on monetary growth during the late 1960s this was not the case in the Nixon administration which took office in 1969. According to Meltzer, the problem during the early 1970s was not one of neglect of monetary growth but perhaps one of not wishing to take action to endanger employment growth.

Another factor often cited for contributing to the fact that monetary aggregates lead growth and inflation is the so-called ‘Even Keel’ policy adopted by the Federal Reserve. This policy required delaying changes in the discount rate, reserve requirements and open market operations so as to hold interest rates steady in the run up to a government bond issue in order not to interfere with the funding plans of the Treasury. A second strand of the policy was to make
a small injection of reserves to offset the drain which a sale of securities would imply. All else constant, the ‘Even Keel’ policy should not have had significant effects but according to Humpage and Mukerjee (2015) these events happened quite frequently during the period under consideration. All-in-all there is ample background evidence to support the finding of causality from money to income during Period I.

All three procedures find evidence of causality running from money to income during the Volcker period in the early 1980s which we have labelled Period II. This causal episode coincides with a period of contractionary monetary policy with higher interest rates which slowed the money supply growth rate and started to bring inflation under control. On the basis of the results reported here, we concur with Stock and Watson (1989) that money will have less predictive power for output if data from the 1980s is excluded. Our results are consistent with those of Thoma (1994) and Psaradakis et al. (2005) in the sense that there is, we believe, reliable evidence that money Granger causes output in the first part of the 1980s but not the second part. In fact our preferred methods date the end of the causal period at the end of 1984, well before either of these studies. Our findings differ from Swanson (1998) as we do not find persistent causality between 1960 and 1994. In general, it is fairly clear why the 1980s is problematic from the perspective of causality tests. Our subsample findings suggest that studies in which the end of the sample is around the mid-1980s are likely to find evidence of a causal relationship running from money to income, while studies in which the sample ends towards the end of the decade will not.

The third period of causality running from money to income, found by both the rolling and recursive rolling algorithms, occurs at the beginning of the subprime mortgage crisis in 2007. While several major financial institutions collapsed in September 2008, elements of the crisis first became visible during 2007. Both the rolling and the recursive rolling procedures detect a causal switch-on in November 2007 which lasted for two or three months. The detection of causality running from money to income at this time may be surprising at first but Figure 5 sheds some light on the finding. The figure illustrates the sum of the estimated coefficients on lagged money in the income equation of the LA-VAR. Traditionally one would expect a strong positive influence from money to income, but this is not what is shown during this period as the short burst of causality is associated with a strong negative value in the sum of the coefficients.

This result is interesting and accords with intuition. At the onset of the crisis central banks around the world, including in the United States, responded with substantial injections of
liquidity in the form of reserves pumped into the banking sector with the objective of maintaining confidence in the banking sector. Associated with these increases in the monetary base was a sharp decline in the money multiplier as banks simply held the reserves and a sharp fall in output as the world economy headed towards recession. This behaviour implies a negative relationship between money and income that manifests as predictability and hence Granger causality but of the opposite sign to that expected in normal periods. The causality from money to income quickly dissipated and given the stagnation of United States growth during the lower bound period, it is not surprising that no causal relationship is found at the end of the sample period.

Two general comments emerge from the results. The first relates to the claim of Psaradakis, et al. (2005) that money growth has more predictive power for output growth during recessions than during expansions. There is limited support for this claim in Figures 2 and 3. The indicators of causality from money to income in the early 1980s recession are on average quite strong, although the actual episodes selected by the rolling and recursive rolling algorithms are fragmented and the timelines do not coincide exactly. Also NBER recession dating is done on a quarterly basis while the results reported here on obtained using monthly data. The main difficulty in finding support for this hypothesis in our results lies in the recession of the mid-1970s. Between Period I and Period II the recession dated from November 1973 to March 1975 does not appear to coincide with any indication of a causal relationship between money and income.

The second comment relates to the period from late 2008 to late 2013 during
which the Federal Reserve implemented three rounds of quantitative easing. This strategy aimed to prevent further deflation by buying financial assets from the banking sector to increase prices and lower their yields while at the same time increasing the money supply. There is no empirical evidence of any causality from money to income during this period when deliberate increases in the money supply were employed to stimulate GDP. The majority of the evidence points to Period III ending around June 2008 which predates the onset of QE1 and there is no indication of any significant increase in the values of the Wald statistics during QE2 and QE3. Part of the explanation for this finding is that despite the increased reserves delivered by quantitative easing, a credit crunch continued and banks continued to hold reserves instead of adopting the riskier strategy of increasing lending in a stagnant economy. In effect, given the weak economy and heightened uncertainty, banks held reserves rather than pursue an expansion of lending; so the lack of causality from money to income reflects this behaviour and is no real surprise.

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a recursive rolling Granger causality test based on lag-augmented VAR models for possibly integrated systems. The performance of the test is compared with that of a forward recursive test and a rolling window test in a comprehensive simulation study. We consider three general cases of non-stationarity in a bi-variate system: (i) one integrated and one stationary variable; (ii) two variables are cointegrated; (iii) both variables are non-stationary but not cointegrated. None of the three approaches require prefiltering the data in the presence of either deterministic or stochastic trends.

Generally speaking, the successful detection rate of the algorithms declines as the minimum window size increases but increases dramatically with the sample size, and the strength and duration of the causal relationship. All three methods perform better when the change in causality occurs earlier in the sample, although, as expected, the impact of location is much more dramatic for the forward procedure than the other two algorithms. In the case of multiple causal episodes, the detection rate is higher for episodes with longer duration and episodes occurring earlier in the sample period. Finally, any size distortion becomes less severe when the minimum window size increases and the sample size expands.

There are a number of general conclusions that emerge. From the perspective of the various
scenarios relating to the integrated data, it is easiest for all procedures to detect changes in causality when one of the series is nonstationary and hardest when both series are $I(1)$ and not cointegrated. The successful detection rate of the forward recursive test procedure is well below those of the recursive rolling and rolling approaches and is found to be the least preferred method. **While the rolling window approach has a similar magnitude of false detection rate,** it provides higher successful detection rates than the recursive rolling algorithm. Importantly, the causality switch-off date estimated by the rolling method is much more accurate than those obtained from the other two algorithms. Therefore, the rolling window procedure emerges as the most preferred method for detecting changes in causality.

The much-studied causal relationship between money and income in the United States is the focus of the empirical application of these algorithms and their heteroskedastic-consistent versions. The results obtained here confirm some of the conclusions reported in the literature, provide limited support for others and also shed some new light on recent monetary policy experience. Three major periods of money-income causality are detected, namely, from the late summer of 1966 to the summer of 1973; mid-1979 to late 1984; and the fall of 2007 to mid 2008. Period II has been the subject of intense speculation in the literature. The results reported here suggest a strong causal relationship during the first half of the decade but none during the second. There is mixed evidence on the question of causality being strongest in recessions with the 1973-1975 recession showing no indication of a causal relationship between money and income. Finally, the puzzling appearance of a brief causal episode just prior to the onset of the financial crisis of late 2007 early 2008 is resolved in terms of the sharp decline in the money multiplier as banks held onto reserves, coinciding with a sharp fall in output as the world economy moved into recession.
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### 6 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

The proofs in this section follow Toda and Yamamoto (1995) with extensions to subsample test statistics and sup functional statistics. Several steps are required before giving the proof of theorem 1 in the last subsection. In the first subsection, we show conditions for the process \( \{ \eta_t \} \) to be an I(1) or I(2) process and hence \( \{ y_t \} \) to be stationary, I(1) or I(2) around a linear trend. We present a transformed regression model and a transformed hypothesis and test statistic of non-causality null in the second and third subsections. A few useful lemmas with regard to the stochastic component \( \eta_t \) are presented in the fourth subsection. The fifth subsection presents the asymptotics of the OLS estimator and the last subsection gives the limit distributions of the test statistics.
6.1 Conditions for $\eta_t$ being an I(1) or I(2) process

The conditions for $\eta_t$ to be I(1) or I(2) presented below are exactly the same as those in Toda and Yamanoto (1995). Eq.(2) can be rewritten as

$$\eta_t = J_1\eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J_k\eta_{t-k} + J_{k+1}\eta_{t-k-1} + J_{k+2}\eta_{t-k-2} + \varepsilon_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $J_{k+1} = J_{k+2} = 0$.

**Assumption 1** $\varepsilon_t$ is a iid sequence of $n$-dimensional random vectors with mean zero and variance matrix $\Sigma_\varepsilon > 0$ such that $E|\varepsilon_{it}|^{2+\delta} < \infty$ for some $\delta > 0$.

**Assumption 2** $|J(\zeta)| = 0$ implies $|\zeta| > 1$ or $\zeta = 1$, where $J(\zeta) = I_n - J_1\zeta - \cdots - J_{k+2}\zeta^{k+2}$.

The model can be rewritten in error correction model format as

$$\Delta\eta_t = J_1^\dagger\Delta\eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J_{k+1}^\dagger\Delta\eta_{t-k-1} + \Pi_2\eta_{t-k-2} + \varepsilon_t,$$

where $J_i^\dagger = \sum_{h=1}^i J_h - I_n$ ($i = 1, \ldots, k+1$) and $\Pi_2 = -J(1)$.

**Assumption 3** $\Pi_2 = AB'$ for some $A$ and $B$, where $A$ and $B$ are $n \times r$ matrices of rank $r$ ($0 < r < n$). If $\Pi_2 = 0$, we say $r = 0$.

**Assumption 4** $A'_\perp\Pi_1 B'_\perp$ is nonsingular, where $\Pi_1 = -J^\dagger(1)$ with $J^\dagger(z) = I_n - J_1^\dagger z - \cdots - J_{k+1}^\dagger z^{k+1}$, and $A'_\perp$ and $B'_\perp$ are $n \times (n - r)$ matrices of rank $n - r$ such that $AA'_\perp = B'B'_\perp = 0$. (If $r = 0$, we take $A'_\perp = B'_\perp = I_n$).

Assumption 2 excludes explosive processes but allows for the model to have some unit roots. Assumption 3 defines the cointegration space to be of rank $r$ and $B$ is a matrix whose columns span this space. Assumption 4 ensures that $\Delta\eta_t$ is stationary with a Wold representation, $B'\eta_t$ is stationary. Under assumption 1-4, the process $\eta_t$ is I(1) and is cointegrated if $r > 0$ (Theorem 2 of Johansen (1992)).

We can rewrite Eq. (14) further as

$$\Delta^2\eta_t = J_1^*\Delta^2\eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J_k^*\Delta^2\eta_{t-k} + \Pi_1\Delta\eta_{t-k-1} + \Pi_2\eta_{t-k-2} + \varepsilon_t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $J_i^* = \sum_{h=1}^i J_h^\dagger - I_n$ ($i = 1, \ldots, k$).
Assumption 5 \( \bar{A}'_l \bar{\Pi}_1 \bar{B}_l = FG' \) for some \( F \) and \( G \), where \( \bar{A}_l = A_l (A_l' A_l)^{-1} \) and \( \bar{B}_l = B_l (B_l' B_l)^{-1} \), and \( F \) and \( G \) are \((n-r) \times s\) matrices of rank \( s \) \((0 < s < n-r)\). If \( \Pi_1 = 0 \), we say \( s = 0 \).

According to Theorem 3 of Johansen (1992), the process \( \eta_t \) is I(2) and is cointegrated unless \( r = s = 0 \), under Assumptions 1 - 3, 5, and Assumption (2.8) of Johansen (1992), which prevents \( \eta_t \) from being I(3).

### 6.2 Regression model transformation

Let \( H_j \) be an \( n_j \times n_j \) matrix defined as

\[
H_j = A_j \otimes I_n,
\]

where \( A_j \) is a \( j \times j \) upper triangular nonsingular matrix with every element in the upper triangular being unity and \( I_n \) is a \( n \times n \) identity matrix. By construction, the inverse of \( H_j \) is

\[
H_j^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_n & -I_n & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & I_n & -I_n & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & I_n & -I_n \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & I_n
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Let \( p = k + 2 \) and \( w_t \) be a \( np \times 1 \) vector containing all lags of \( y_t \) in equation (4), i.e. \( w_t = (y_{t-1}', \cdots, y_{t-k}', y_{t-k-1}', \cdots, y_{t-k-2}')' \). Then, \( H_p^{-1} \) is a first difference operator for the first \( n(p-1) \) components of \( w_t \).

Define the \( np \times np \) matrix \( R_1 = H_p \) and set

\[
R_s = \begin{pmatrix}
H_{p-s+1} & 0 \\
0 & I_{n(s-1)}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

for \( 1 < s \leq p \),

where \( R_s^{-1} \) is a first difference operator for the first \( n(k-s) \) components of a \( nk \times 1 \) vector. Let \( P_d = R_1 R_2 \ldots R_d \). When \( d = 2 \), we have

\[
P_2^{-1} w_t = R_2^{-1} R_1^{-1} w_t = (\Delta^2 y_{t-1}', \cdots, \Delta^2 y_{t-p}', \Delta y_{t-p-1}', y_{t-p-2}').
\]
The DGP (4) can be transformed as
\[
y_t = \Gamma \tau_t + (\Phi \quad \Psi) P_2 P_2^{-1} \begin{pmatrix} x_t \\ z_t \end{pmatrix} + \varepsilon_t
\]
\[
= \Gamma \tau_t + \Phi^{(2)} x_t^{(2)} + \Psi^{(2)} z_t^{(2)} + \varepsilon_t,
\]
where \(x_t^{(2)} = (\Delta^2 y_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta^2 y_{t-k})', z_t^{(2)} = (\Delta y_{t-k-1}, y_{t-k-2})',\) and \((\Phi^{(2)}, \Psi^{(2)}) = (\Phi, \Psi) P_2.\) Note that \(\Phi^{(2)}\) is the coefficient matrix of the variables \(x_t^{(2)} = (\Delta^2 y_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta^2 y_{t-k})\) and
\[
\Delta^2 y_t = \beta_0^{(2)} + \beta_1^{(2)} t + \Delta^2 \eta_t,
\]
for some constant vectors \(\beta_i^{(2)}\) with \(i = 0, 1.\) The vector \(\Delta^2 \eta_t\) is stationary if \(\eta_t\) is at most \(I(2)\) and the deterministic polynomial trend is eliminated by the inclusion of \(\tau_t\) in the estimation.

6.3 Hypothesis and test statistic transformation

Let \(M = (I_{nk}, 0)'\) be an \(np \times nk\) matrix. For any positive integer \(s \leq 2\) we have
\[
R_s M = \begin{pmatrix} H_{p-s+1} & 0 \\ 0 & I_{n(s-1)} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} I_{nk} \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} H_k \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]
\[
MH_k = \begin{pmatrix} I_{nk} \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} H_k = \begin{pmatrix} H_k \\ 0 \end{pmatrix},
\]
i.e. \(R_s M = MH_k.\) Hence,
\[
P_2 M = R_1 R_2 M = R_1 MH_k = MH_k^2
\]
\[
\Phi^{(2)} = (\Phi, \Psi) P_2 M = (\Phi, \Psi) MH_k^2 = \Phi H_k^2.
\]
Therefore, under the null hypothesis of Granger non-causality
\[
\text{R} \cdot \text{vec}(\Phi) = \text{R} \cdot \text{vec}(\Phi^{(2)} H_k^{-2}) = \text{R} \cdot (I_n \otimes H_k^{-2}) \cdot \text{vec}(\Phi^{(2)}) = 0. \tag{17}
\]
The restriction on the transformed model parameters is equivalent to the restriction on the original model parameters.

The Wald statistic calculated from the subsample running from \([T_{f_1}]\) to \([T_{f_2}]\) can be rewritten as
\[
W_{f_1,f_2} = \left[ \text{R} \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2} \right) \phi_{f_1,f_2} \right]' \left( \text{R} (I_n \otimes H_k^{-2}) \left[ \hat{\Sigma}_e \otimes (X_\delta' Q_2 X_\delta)^{-1} \right] \left[ \text{R} (I_n \otimes H_k^{-2}) \right]' \right)^{-1}
\]
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where $X_2 = (x_{T_1}^{(2)}, \ldots, x_{T_2}^{(2)})'$, $Z_2 = (z_{T_1}^{(2)}, \ldots, z_{T_2}^{(2)})'$, $\varepsilon = (\varepsilon_{T_1}^{f_1}, \ldots, \varepsilon_{T_2}^{f_2})'$, $Q_2 = Q_T - Q_T Z_2 (Z_2' Q_T Z_2)^{-1} Z_2' Q_T$, and $\hat{\phi}^{(2)}_{f_1, f_2} = \text{vec} \left( \hat{\Phi}^{(2)}_{f_1, f_2} \right)$ with $\hat{\Phi}^{(2)}_{f_1, f_2} = Y' Q_2 X_2 (X_2' Q_2 X_2)^{-1}$ which is the OLS estimator of $\Phi^{(2)}$ in Eq. (16) from the subsample. The residual sum of squares from the regression (16) is numerically the same as that from the regression (4) for the subsample period. Therefore, the subsample Wald statistic for testing (5) in the levels estimation (4) gives the same numerical value as the Wald statistic for testing the hypothesis (17) in the regression (16).

### 6.4 Some useful lemmas

To obtain the limiting distribution of the subsample Wald statistics, we need a few preliminary results for the stochastic component $\eta_t$. Using the transformation matrix $P_2$, we may write (14) as

$$\eta_t = \Phi^{(2)} \tilde{x}_t^{(2)} + \Psi^{(2)} \tilde{z}_t^{(2)} + \varepsilon_t$$

where $\tilde{x}_t^{(2)} = (\Delta^2 \eta_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta^2 \eta_{t-k})'$ and $\tilde{z}_t^{(2)} = (\Delta \eta_{t-k-1}, \eta_{t-k-2})'$. By assumption, $\tilde{x}_t^{(2)}$ is stationary and $\Delta \eta_{t-k-1}$ and $\eta_{t-k-2}$ in $\tilde{z}_t^{(2)}$ are $I(1)$ and $I(2)$, respectively.

Next, we take into account the possibility of cointegration. By Theorem 3 of Johansen (1992) we can find a $2n \times u$ nonsingular matrix $C = (C_0, C_1, C_2)$, where $C_0, C_1$ and $C_2$ are $2n \times r_0, 2n \times r_1$ and $2n \times r_2$ matrices respectively ($u = r_0 + r_1 + r_2$), such that the $r_0$-vector $C_0' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)}$ is $I(0)$, the $r_1$-vector $C_1' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)}$ is $I(1)$ with no cointegration, and the $r_2$-vector $C_2' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)}$ is $I(2)$ with no cointegration. Notice that we focus on the case of $\eta_t$ being an $I(2)$ process. A similar procedure of proof is followed for the case of $\eta_t$ being $I(1)$.

Let $w_t = (\varepsilon_t', w_{0t}', \Delta w_{1t}', \Delta^2 w_{2t}')'$ with

$$w_{0t} = \begin{pmatrix} \tilde{x}_t^{(2)} \\ C_0' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} w_{01t} \\ w_{02t} \end{pmatrix}, \quad w_{1t} = C_1' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)}, \quad \text{and} \quad w_{2t} = C_2' \tilde{z}_t^{(2)}.$$

Define for any $t$

$$\Sigma = E w_t w_t', \quad \Lambda = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} E w_t w_{t+j}', \quad \Omega = \Sigma + \Lambda + \Lambda'.$$
We partition \( \Omega, \Sigma, \) and \( \Lambda \) conformably with \( w \). For example,

\[
\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
\Sigma_{\epsilon} & \Sigma_{\epsilon 0} & \Sigma_{\epsilon 1} & \Sigma_{\epsilon 2} \\
\Sigma_{0\epsilon} & \Sigma_0 & \Sigma_{01} & \Sigma_{02} \\
\Sigma_{1\epsilon} & \Sigma_{10} & \Sigma_1 & \Sigma_{12} \\
\Sigma_{2\epsilon} & \Sigma_{20} & \Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_2
\end{pmatrix}
\]

with indices "0", "1", and "2" corresponding to the components of \( w \). Notice that \( \Sigma_{\epsilon 0} = \Sigma_{\epsilon 1} = \Sigma_{\epsilon 2} = 0 \) as \( \epsilon_t \) is independent of \( w_{0t}, w_{1t} \) and \( w_{2t} \).

**Lemma 6.1**

\[
(a) \quad T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_2]}^{[Tf_1]} w_{0t} w_{0t}^T \to f_0 | \Sigma_0 > 0 \\
(b) \quad T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} (w_{0t} \otimes \epsilon_t) \to^d B_{0\epsilon} (f_2) - B_{0\epsilon} (f_1),
\]

where \( B_{0\epsilon} (s) \) is a vector Brownian motion on \([0, 1]\) with covariance matrix \( \Sigma_0 \otimes \Sigma_\epsilon \).

**Proof.** Define \( B_1 = B_\perp G \) [cf. assumption 5] and let \( B_2 \) be \( n \times (n - r - s) \) matrix of rank \( n - r - s \) such that \( B_2 \) is orthogonal to \( B \) and \( B_1 \), i.e. \( B_2^T (B, B_1) = 0 \). Furthermore, let \( B_2 = B_2 (B_2^T B_2)^{-1} \) and \( \tilde{A} = A (A'^T A)^{-1} \) be the normalization matrices of \( B_2 \) and \( A \) respectively, i.e. \( B_2^T \tilde{B}_2 = I_{n-r-s} \) and \( A' \tilde{A} = I_r \). Then, by Theorem 3 of Johansen (1992), \( (a) \) \( B' \Delta \eta_t, B'_1 \Delta \eta_t \), and \( \tilde{A}' \Pi_1 \tilde{B}_2 B_2' \Delta \eta_t + B'_2 \eta_{t-1} \) are \( I (0) \), \( (b) \) \( (B_2 \Delta \eta_t)', (B'_1 \eta_t)' \) is \( I (1) \) with no cointegration, \( (c) \) \( B'_2 \eta_t \) is \( I (2) \) with no cointegration. Hence, we may define

\[
C_0 = \begin{pmatrix} B & B_1 & B_2 B'_1 \Pi'_1 \tilde{A} \\ 0 & 0 & B \\ \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad C_1 = \begin{pmatrix} B_2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & B_1 \\ \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad C_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & B_2 \\ \end{pmatrix}.
\]

Since \( \tilde{B} B' + \tilde{B}_1 B'_1 + \tilde{B}_2 B'_2 = I_n \) and \( A \tilde{A}' + A_\perp \tilde{A}_\perp = I_n \), we can write (??) as

\[
\Delta^2 \eta_t = J_1^* \Delta^2 \eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J_k^* \Delta^2 \eta_{t-k} + \Pi_1 (\tilde{B} B' + \tilde{B}_1 B'_1 + \tilde{B}_2 B'_2) \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + AB' \eta_{t-k-2} + \epsilon_t \\
= J_1^* \Delta^2 \eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J_k^* \Delta^2 \eta_{t-k} + \Pi_1 \tilde{B} B' \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + \Pi_1 \tilde{B}_1 B'_1 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} \\
+ \Pi_1 \tilde{B}_2 B'_2 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + AB' \eta_{t-k-2} + \epsilon_t
\]
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\[ J \Delta^2 \eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J^*_k \Delta^2 \eta_{t-k} + \Pi_1 \bar{B} \bar{B}' \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + \Pi_1 \bar{B}_1 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + (A \bar{A}' + A_\perp \bar{A}'_\perp) \Pi_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + AB' \eta_{t-k-2} + \varepsilon_t \]

\[ = J^*_1 \Delta^2 \eta_{t-1} + \cdots + J^*_k \Delta^2 \eta_{t-k} + \Pi_1 \bar{B} \bar{B}' \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + \Pi_1 \bar{B}_1 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + A (\bar{A}' \Pi_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 + B') \eta_{t-k-2} + \varepsilon_t \]  

(19)

due to the fact that \( \bar{B} B' + \bar{B}_\perp B'_{\perp} = I_n \) and

\[ \bar{A}'_\perp \Pi_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 = \bar{A}'_\perp \Pi_1 (\bar{B} B' + \bar{B}_1 B'_1) \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \]

\[ = \bar{A}'_\perp \Pi_1 \bar{B} B'_2 B'_2 + \bar{A}'_\perp \Pi_1 \bar{B}_1 B'_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \]

\[ = \bar{A}'_\perp \Pi_1 \bar{B}_1 B'_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \] (as \( B'_2 (B, B_1) = 0 \))

\[ = FB'_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \]

\[ = FB'_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 = 0. \]

Therefore, noting that

\[ w'_{0t} = \left( w'_{01}, \left(C'_0 \hat{z}'_t(2)\right)' \right)' = \left( \hat{x}'_t(2), \left(C'_0 \hat{z}'_t(2)\right)' \right)' \]

\[ = \left( \Delta^2 \eta'_{t-1}, \cdots, \Delta^2 \eta'_{t-k}, (B' \Delta \eta_{t-k-1})', (B'_1 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1})', (\bar{A}' \Pi_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 \Delta \eta_{t-k-1} + B'_1 \eta_{t-k-2})' \right). \]

We can rewrite (19) in a stationary VAR(1) representation (companion form) as

\[ w_{0,t+1} = J w_{0t} + S_1 \varepsilon_t, \]

where

\[ J = \begin{pmatrix} J^*_1 & J^*_2 & \cdots & J^*_k & J^*_k & \Pi_1 \bar{B} & \Pi_1 \bar{B}_1 & A \\ I_n & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & I_n & \cdots & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & I_n & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & I_n & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & B' & I_r & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & B'_1 & 0 & I_s \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \bar{A}' \Pi_1 \bar{B}_2 B'_2 & I_r & 0 \\ \end{pmatrix} \]

and \( S_1 = (I_n, 0)' \) is an \((nk + r_0) \times n\) matrix. Note that since \( w_{0t} \) is stationary by assumption, all eigenvalues of \( J \) are less than unity. Therefore, by a strong law for second order moments of
a linear process (Phillips and Solo, 1992, Theorem 3.4), we have

\[ T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_0 w_0' = T_w \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_0 w_0' \right) \rightarrow_{p} f_w \Sigma_0 > 0. \]

The positive definiteness of \( \Sigma_0 \) is proved in the same way as Lemma 5.5.5 of Anderson (1971).

Let \( \xi_t \equiv w_0 \otimes \varepsilon_t \). By the martingale invariance principle for partial sums of a linear process (Phillips and Solo, 1992, Theorem 3.4), we therefore have

\[ T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \xi_t \rightarrow d B_0 \varepsilon (f_2) - B_0 \varepsilon (f_1), \]

where \( B_0 \varepsilon \) is a vector Brownian motion with covariance matrix \( \Sigma_0 \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon \).

The next lemma summarizes the asymptotic behavior of the sample moment matrices which will be used in deriving theorem 1.

Lemma 6.2 (i)

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \( T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \varepsilon_t \rightarrow d B_\varepsilon (f_2) - B_\varepsilon (f_1), \)
  \item \( T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_{0t} \rightarrow d B_0 (f_2) - B_0 (f_1), \)
  \item \( T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_{1j} \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1 (s) \, ds, \)
  \item \( T^{-5/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_{2t} \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2 (r) \, dr, \)
\end{enumerate}

(ii)

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \( T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} t\varepsilon_t \rightarrow d B_\varepsilon (f_2) - B_\varepsilon (f_1) - f_w \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_\varepsilon (s) \, ds, \)
  \item \( T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} t w_{0t} \rightarrow d B_0 (f_2) - B_0 (f_1) - f_w \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_0 (s) \, ds, \)
\end{enumerate}
where
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
B_\varepsilon(s) \\
B_0(s) \\
B_1(s) \\
B_2(s)
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
1 \\
nk + r_0 \\
r_1 \\
r_2
\end{pmatrix}
\]
is an \((n + nk + r_0 + r_1 + r_2)\)-vector Brownian motion whose covariance matrix is \(\Omega\) with \(\Omega_1 > 0\).
and $\Omega_2 > 0$, and $\bar{B}_2(s) = \int_0^s B_2(u) \, du$.

**Proof.** (i) The initial values of $\{w_t\}$ do not affect our asymptotic results and are set to be zero without loss of generality. Let $y_{kt} = \sum_{j=1}^t \varepsilon_j$, $y_{0t} = \sum_{j=1}^t w_{0j}$, $y_{1t} = \sum_{j=1}^t \Delta w_{1j}$, $y_{2t} = \sum_{j=1}^t \Delta^2 w_{2j}$, which are defined as cumulative sums of stationary processes. Therefore, $y_{kt}, y_{0t}, y_{1t}, y_{2t} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I(1))$. It has been well documented (see Park and Phillips, 1988) that $y_{kt} = O_p(T^{1/2})$, $\sum_{t=1}^T y_{kt} = O_p(T^{3/2})$, $\sum_{t=1}^T y_{kt} = O_p(T^{5/2})$, and $\sum_{t=1}^T y_{kt}y_{kt}' = O_p(T^2)$ for $k \in \{\varepsilon, 0, 1, 2\}$. In particular,

$$
T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \varepsilon_j = T^{-1/2} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{[Tf_2]} \varepsilon_j - \sum_{j=1}^{[Tf_1]-1} \varepsilon_j \right] \to_d B_\varepsilon(f_2) - B_\varepsilon(f_1),
$$

$$
T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_{0j} = T^{-1/2} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{[Tf_2]} w_{0j} - \sum_{j=1}^{[Tf_1]-1} w_{0j} \right] \to_d B_0(f_2) - B_0(f_1).
$$

This corresponds to (i)(a) and (i)(b). To prove (i)(c) and (i)(d), let

$$
X_{1T}(r) = \begin{cases}
0 & 0 \leq r < \frac{1}{T} \\
\frac{y_1}{T^{1/2}} & \frac{1}{T} \leq r < \frac{2}{T} \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{y_{t-1}}{T^{1/2}} & \frac{t-1}{T} \leq r < \frac{t}{T} \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{y_T}{T^{1/2}} & r = 1
\end{cases}
$$

and $X_{2T}(r)$ and $X_{3T}(r)$ are defined analogously with respect to $\varepsilon_t$ and $y_{2t}$. For $k \in \{\varepsilon, 0, 1, 2\}$ and $f_1, f_2 \in [0, 1]$ and $f \in [(t-1)/T, t/T]$,

$$
\int_{f_1}^{f_2} X_{1T}(s) \, ds = \frac{1}{T} \frac{y_1}{T^{1/2}} + \cdots + \frac{1}{T} \frac{y_{[Tf_2]}}{T^{1/2}} = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{1j},
$$

and

$$
\int_0^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds = \frac{1}{T} \frac{y_{12}}{T^{1/2}} + \cdots + \frac{1}{T} \frac{y_{2(t-1)}}{T^{1/2}} - \frac{1}{T} (t - [fT]) \frac{y_{2(t-1)}}{T^{1/2}} = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-3/2} (t - [fT]) y_{2(t-1)}. 
$$

(20)
Therefore,

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} y_{1j} = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} X_{1T}(s) \, ds \]

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t} y_{2j} = \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds + T^{-3/2} y_{21} + T^{-3/2} (t - [fT]) y_{2(t-1)}. \]

Since

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} y_{1j} = T^{-3/2} \left[ (\Delta w_{11} + \cdots + \Delta w_{1[T^{1/2}]}) + \cdots + (\Delta w_{11} + \cdots + \Delta w_{1[T^{1/2}]}) \right] = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} w_{1j} \]

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t} y_{2j} = T^{-3/2} \left[ \Delta^2 w_{21} + (\Delta^2 w_{21} + \Delta^2 w_{22}) + \cdots + (\Delta^2 w_{21} + \cdots + \Delta^2 w_{2t}) \right] = T^{-3/2} w_{2t}, \]

we have

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} w_{1j} = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} X_{1T}(s) \, ds \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1(s) \, ds. \]  

(22)

\[ T^{-3/2} w_{2t} = \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds + T^{-3/2} y_{21} + T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2(t-1)}. \]  

(23)

For (i)(d), given that \( y_{1t} = O_p(T^{1/2}) \), we have

\[ T^{-5/2} w_{2t} = \int_{\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{3}{2}} \int_{\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{3}{2}} X_{2T}(s) \, dsdf + T^{-5/2} y_{21} + T^{-5/2} t y_{2(t-1)} - T^{-1/2} \int_{\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{3}{2}} f dfy_{2(t-1)} \]

\[ = \int_{\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{3}{2}} \int_{\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{3}{2}} X_{2T}(s) \, dsdf + T^{-5/2} y_{21} + \frac{1}{2} T^{-5/2} y_{2(t-1)} \]

for all \( t = 1, \cdots, T \) and since \( \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} y_{2t} = O_p(T^{3/2}) \)

\[ T^{-5/2} \sum_{j=[T^{1/2}]}^{[T^{1/2}]} w_{2t} = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, dsdr + o_p(1) = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_{0}^{r} B_2(s) \, dsdr \equiv \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2(r) \, dr \]

by continuous mapping. This proves (i). (ii) We know that
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\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} t \varepsilon_t = T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \varepsilon_t - T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{\varepsilon t-1} \rightarrow d B_{\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{\varepsilon} (f_1) - f_w \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_{\varepsilon} (s) \, ds \]

from (i)(a) and

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{\varepsilon j} = \frac{T_w}{T} \frac{1}{T_w} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} X_{\varepsilon T} (s) \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_{\varepsilon} (s) \, ds. \]

Similarly, we obtain the limit

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} tw_{0t} \rightarrow d B_{0} (f_2) - B_{0} (f_1) - f_w \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_{0} (s) \, ds. \]

For (ii)(c),

\[ T^{-5/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} tw_{1t} = T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \frac{t}{T} \left( T^{-1/2} w_{1t} \right) \]

\[ = \frac{T_w}{T} \frac{1}{T_w} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \frac{t}{T} \left( T^{-1/2} w_{1t} \right) \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} s B_1 (s) \, ds, \]

which follows directly from (i)(c). To prove (ii)(d), it follows from (23) that

\[ T^{-5/2} tw_{2t} = T^{-3/2} \frac{t}{T} w_{2t} = \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) \, ds + T^{-3/2} \frac{t}{T} y_{2t} + T^{-1/2} \frac{t^2}{T^2} y_{2(t-1)} - T^{-1/2} \frac{t}{T} f y_{2(t-1)} \]

\[ = f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) \, ds + \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \left[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-3/2} \left( t - [fT] \right) y_{2(t-1)} \right] \]

\[ + T^{-3/2} \frac{t}{T} y_{2t} + T^{-1/2} \frac{t^2}{T^2} y_{2(t-1)} - T^{-1/2} \frac{t}{T} f y_{2(t-1)} \]

\[ = f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) \, ds + T^{-3/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 y_{2(t-1)} \]

\[ + T^{-3/2} \frac{t}{T} y_{2t} + T^{-3/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) ty_{2(t-1)}. \]
The second equality comes from (20). Furthermore,

\[ T^{-7/2}w_{2t} = \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) ds df + T^{-3/2} \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) df \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-1/2} \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 df \cdot y_{2(t-1)} 

+ T^{-5/2} \frac{t}{T} y_{2t} + T^{-7/2} t^2 y_{2(t-1)} + T^{-3/2} \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} f df \cdot t^2 y_{2(t-1)} 

= \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) ds df + \frac{1}{2} T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - \frac{1}{3} T^{-7/2} y_{2(t-1)} + T^{-7/2} t y_{2t} + \frac{1}{2} T^{-7/2} t y_{2(t-1)}.

Since \( \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} t y_{2t} = O_p \left( T^{5/2} \right), \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} y_{2t} = O_p \left( T^{3/2} \right), \) and \( \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} y_{2} = \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} w_{2t-1} = O_p \left( T^{5/2} \right) \) from (21) and (i)(d),

\[ T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} t w_{2t} = \int_{f_{1}}^{f_{2}} f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) ds df + \frac{1}{2} T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - \frac{1}{3} T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} y_{2(t-1)} 

+ T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} t y_{2t} + \frac{1}{2} T^{-7/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} t y_{2(t-1)} 

= \int_{f_{1}}^{f_{2}} f \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T} (s) ds df + o_p (1) 

= \int_{f_{1}}^{f_{2}} f \int_{0}^{f} B_{2} (s) ds = \int_{f_{1}}^{f_{2}} s B_{2} (s) ds.

This proves (ii). (iii) For \( f \in (t-1) / T, t / T \), by construction,

\[ T^{1/2} X_{1T} (f) = y_{1(t-1)} = \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} \Delta w_{1j} = w_{1t-1}. \]

It follows that

\[ w_{1t} = w_{1t-1} + \Delta w_{1t} = T^{1/2} X_{1T} (f) + \Delta w_{1t} \quad (24) \]

and

\[ T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} w_{1t} \epsilon_t = T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} \left[ T^{1/2} X_{1T} (f) + \Delta w_{1t} \right] \epsilon_t \]

\[ = \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} \int_{\frac{1}{T}}^{1} X_{1T} (f) df \cdot \left( T^{1/2} \epsilon_t \right) + T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_{1}]}^{[Tf_{2}]} \Delta w_{1t} \epsilon_t \]
This proves (iii)(a). For (iii)(b),

\[ T^{-1} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} w_{1t} w'_{0t} = T^{-1} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \left[ T^{1/2} X_{1T} (f) + \Delta w_{1t} \right] w'_{0t} \]

\[ = T^{1/2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \int_{r-1}^{r} X_{1T} (f) \, df \, w'_{0t} + T^{-1} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \Delta w_{1t} w'_{0t} \]

\[ \rightarrow_d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1 (s) \, dB_0 (s)' + f_w \Sigma_{10}. \]

It follows from (24),

\[ T^{-2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} w_{1t} w'_{1t} \]

\[ = T^{-2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \left[ T^{1/2} X_{1T} (r) + \Delta w_{1t} \right] \left[ T^{1/2} X_{1T} (r) + \Delta w_{1t} \right]' \]

\[ = T^{-2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \left[ TX_{1T} (r) X_{1T} (r)' + T^{1/2} X_{1T} (r) \Delta w_{1t} + T^{1/2} \Delta w_{1t} X_{1T} (r)' + \Delta w_{1t} \Delta w_{1t}' \right] \]

\[ = T^{-1} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} X_{1T} (r) X_{1T} (r)' + T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} X_{1T} (r) \Delta w_{1t} + T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \Delta w_{1t} X_{1T} (r)' \]

\[ + T^{-2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \Delta w_{1t} \Delta w_{1t}' \]

\[ = \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \int_{r-1}^{r} X_{1T} (r) X_{1T} (r)' \, dr + o_p (1) \rightarrow_d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1 (s) B_1 (s)' \, ds. \]

This is because

\[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} X_{1T} (r) \Delta w_{1t} = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} \frac{y_{1(t-1)}}{T^{1/2}} \Delta w_{1t} = T^{-2} \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} y_{1(t-1)} \Delta w_{1t} \rightarrow 0, \]

as \( \sum_{j=T+1}^{T/2} y_{1(t-1)} \Delta w_{1t} = O_p (T^{-1}) \). This proves (iii). (iv) From (23), we have
\[ T^{-2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} w_{2t} \varepsilon'_t = T^{-2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t} y_{2j} \right) \varepsilon'_t \]

\[ = T^{-2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{t} \left( T^{1/2} X_{2T}(s) + \Delta^2 w_{2j} \right) \right] \varepsilon'_t \]

\[ = T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left( \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right) \varepsilon'_t + T^{-2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t} \Delta^2 w_{2j} \right) \varepsilon'_t \]

\[ \rightarrow d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_{0}^{f} B_2(s) \, ds \, dB_\varepsilon(r) \equiv \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2(r) \, dB_\varepsilon(r) . \]

This comes from (21) and \( y_{2t} = T^{1/2} X_{2T}(f) + \Delta^2 w_{2t} \). The proofs of (iv) (b) are analogous to (iv) (a). For (iv) (c),

\[ T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} w_{2t} w'_{1t} \]

\[ = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left[ \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right] \varepsilon'_{1t} + T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} + (T^{-1/2} \int_{0}^{f} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \, df \cdot y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \left[ \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot X_{1T}(r) \right] \, df + T^{-1} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} + T^{-1} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \int_{t=1}^{T} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \, df \cdot y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} \]

\[ + T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left[ \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot \Delta \varepsilon'_{1t} + \Delta w'_{1t} \varepsilon'_{1t} + T^{-1} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \int_{t=1}^{T} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \, df \cdot \Delta w'_{1t} \right] \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \left[ \int_{0}^{f} X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot X_{1T}(f) \right] \, df + T^{-1} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} + \frac{1}{2} T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} - \frac{1}{2} T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \Delta w'_{1t} \]

\[ + T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \left[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} \Delta w'_{1t} + T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} + \frac{1}{2} T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} y_{2t} \varepsilon'_{1t} - \frac{1}{2} T^{-3} \sum_{j=[T_{f_1}]}^{[T_{f_2}]} \Delta w'_{1t} \right] \]
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\[ \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot X_{1T}(f) \right] \, df + o_p(1) \]

\[ \rightarrow_d \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_0^f B_2(s) \, ds \cdot B_1(f) \, df \equiv \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2(s) \cdot B_1(s) \, ds, \]

where we replace \( X_{1T}(r) \) by \( T^{-1/2}y_{1t-1} \) in the second equality and use \( \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds = T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-3/2} (t - \lfloor fT \rfloor) y_{2(t-1)} \) in the third equality. The fourth equality is because \( \sum_{i=1}^T \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) \Delta w_{1t} = O_p(T^2) \). To prove (iv) (d), from (23),

\[ T^{-3} w_{2t} \cdot w'_{2t} \]

\[ = \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds + T^{-3/2}y_{2t} + T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2(t-1)} \right] \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' + T^{-3/2} \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \cdot y_{2t}' + T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot y_{2t}' \]

\[ + T^{-3/2} y_{2t} \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' + T^{-3} y_{2t} y_{2t}' + T^{-2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2t} y_{2t}' \]

\[ + T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2(t-1)} \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' + T^{-2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2(t-1)} y_{2t}' + T^{-1} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 y_{2(t-1)} y_{2(t-1)}' \]

\[ = \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' + T^{-3} \left[ \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) y_{2t}' + y_{2t} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \right] \]

\[ + T^{-2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \left[ \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) y_{2(t-1)}' + y_{2(t-1)} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \right] \]

\[ - T^{-1} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 y_{2(t-1)} y_{2(t-1)}' + T^{-3} y_{2t} y_{2t}', \]

due to the fact that

\[ T^{-3/2} \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot y_{2t}' = T^{-3/2} \left[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-3/2} (t - \lfloor fT \rfloor) y_{2(t-1)} \right] \cdot y_{2t}' \]

\[ = T^{-3} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} y_{2t}' - T^{-2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) y_{2(t-1)} y_{2t}'. \]
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\[ T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \cdot y'_{2(t-1)} = T^{-1/2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \left[ T^{-3/2} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} - T^{-3/2} (t - [fT]) \cdot y_{2(t-1)} \right] y'_{2(t-1)} \]

\[ = T^{-2} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} y'_{2(t-1)} - T^{-1} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 y_{2(t-1)} y'_{2(t-1)}. \]

Since \( \sum_{j=[Tf_2]}^{[Tf_1]} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) y'_{2t} = \sum_{j=[Tf_2]}^{[Tf_1]} w_{2t-1} y'_{2t} = O_p(T^3) \) from (iv) (d) and \( \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{2t} y'_{2t} = O_p(T^2) \), we have

\[ T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} w_{2t} w'_{2t} \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' \, dr + T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right] y'_t + y_{2t} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \]

\[ + T^{-2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \int_{f_1}^{f} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right) \, dr \left[ \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) y'_{2(t-1)} + y_{2(t-1)} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \right] \]

\[ - T^{-1} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \int_{f_1}^{f} \left( \frac{t}{T} - f \right)^2 \, dr. y_{2(t-1)} y'_{2(t-1)} + T^{-4} \sum_{t=1}^{T} y_{2t} y'_{2t} \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' \, dr + T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right] y'_t + y_{2t} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \]

\[ - \frac{1}{2} T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \left[ \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right) y'_{2(t-1)} + y_{2(t-1)} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} y_{2j} \right)' \right] \]

\[ + \frac{1}{3} T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{2(t-1)} y'_{2(t-1)} + T^{-4} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} y_{2t} y'_{2t} \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \left[ \int_0^f X_{2T}(s) \, ds \right]' \, dr + o_p(1) \]

\[ = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} \int_0^f B_2(s) \, ds \left[ \int_0^f B_2(s) \, ds \right]' \, dr = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2(s) B_2(s)' \, ds. \]
6.5 The OLS estimator

The OLS estimator of $\Phi^{(2)}$ is given by

$$
\hat{\Phi}^{(2)} = Y'Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1}
= (\Gamma \tau' + \Phi^{(2)} X'_2 + \Psi^{(2)} Z'_2 + \varepsilon') Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1}
= \Gamma \tau' Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1} + \Phi^{(2)} X'_2 Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1} + \Psi^{(2)} Z'_2 Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1} + \varepsilon' Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1},
$$

given that $\tau' Q_2 = \tau' \left[ Q_\tau - Q_\tau Z_2 (Z'_2 Q_\tau Z_2)^{-1} Z'_2 Q_\tau \right] = 0$ and $Z'_2 Q_2 = Z'_2 \left[ Q_\tau - Q_\tau Z_2 (Z'_2 Q_\tau Z_2)^{-1} Z'_2 Q_\tau \right] = 0$. Note that from (1), we have

$$
\Delta y_t = \beta_1 + \Delta \eta_t \quad \text{and} \quad \Delta^2 y_t = \Delta^2 \eta_t,
$$

with $t = [T f_1], \ldots, [T f_2]$. Let $\tilde{X}_2 = \left( \tilde{x}^{(2)}_1, \ldots, \tilde{x}^{(2)}_T \right)'$ and $\tilde{Z}_2 = \left( \tilde{z}^{(2)}_1, \ldots, \tilde{z}^{(2)}_T \right)'$. It follows that $X_2 = \tilde{X}_2$ and $Z_2 = \tilde{Z}_2$ and hence $Q_2 X_2 = Q_2 \tilde{X}_2$ and $Q_2 Z_2 = Q_2 \tilde{Z}_2$. Therefore,

$$
\hat{\Phi}^{(2)}_{f_1 f_2} - \Phi^{(2)}_{f_1 f_2} = \varepsilon' Q_2 X_2 (X'_2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1} = \varepsilon' Q_2 \tilde{X}_2 \left( \tilde{X}'_2 Q_2 \tilde{X}_2 \right)^{-1},
$$

where $Q_2 = Q_\tau - Q_\tau \tilde{Z}_2 \left( \tilde{Z}'_2 Q_\tau \tilde{Z}_2 \right)^{-1} \tilde{Z}'_2 Q_\tau$.

Suppose the notation of the above two lemmas are employed, so that $\tilde{X}_2 = W_{01}$ and $V \equiv \tilde{Z}_2 C = (W_{02}, W_1, W_2)_{T \times u}$, where $u = r_0 + r_1 + r_2$ and $W_1 = (w_{11}, \ldots, w_{1T})'$ and so forth. We then have

$$
Q_2 = Q_\tau - Q_\tau V (V' Q_\tau V)^{-1} V' Q_\tau.
$$

Let

$$
\Sigma_0 = \left( \begin{array}{cc} \Sigma_{01}^{11} & \Sigma_{01}^{12} \\ \Sigma_{02}^{11} & \Sigma_{02}^{22} \end{array} \right),
$$

where $\Sigma_0$ is partitioned conformably with $w_{0t} = \left( w'_{01t}, w'_{02t} \right)' = \left( \tilde{z}'_t, \left( C' \tilde{z}'_t \right) \right)'$. Also, let

$$
B_{0 \varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{0 \varepsilon} (f_1) = \left( \begin{array}{c} B_{01 \varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{01 \varepsilon} (f_1) \\ B_{02 \varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{02 \varepsilon} (f_1) \end{array} \right) \quad n^2 k \times 1
\quad nr_0 \times 1,
$$
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where $B_{0t}$ is partitioned conformably with $w_{0t} \otimes \varepsilon_t = (w_{01t}^t \otimes \varepsilon_t^t, w_{02t}^t \otimes \varepsilon_t^t)^t$. Furthermore, let

$$D_T = \begin{pmatrix} T^{1/2}I_{r_0} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & TI_{r_1} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & T^2I_{r_2} \end{pmatrix}_{u \times u} .$$

**Lemma 6.3 (i)**

(a) $T^{-1}\tilde{X}'_2Q \tau \tilde{X}_2 \rightarrow_p f_w \Sigma_{0}^{11}$

(b) $D_T^{-1}V'Q \tau V D_T^{-1} \rightarrow_d \begin{pmatrix} f_w \Sigma_{0}^{22} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & f_{f_2} B_1(s) B_1(s)' ds & f_{f_2} B_1(s) \bar{B}_2(s)' ds \\ 0 & f_{g_1} B_2(s) B_1(s)' ds & f_{g_1} B_2(s) \bar{B}_2(s)' ds \end{pmatrix}_{u \times u}$

(c) $T^{-1/2}\tilde{X}'_2Q \tau V D_T^{-1} \rightarrow_p (f_w \Sigma_{0}^{12} 0 0)_{nk \times u}$

(ii)

(a) $T^{-1/2}vec(\varepsilon'Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2) \rightarrow_d B_{01 \varepsilon}(f_2) - B_{01 \varepsilon}(f_1)$

(b) $(D_T^{-1} \otimes I_n) vec(\varepsilon'Q'_\tau V) \rightarrow_d \begin{pmatrix} B_{02 \varepsilon}(f_2) - B_{02 \varepsilon}(f_1) \\ f_{f_2} B_1(s) dB_\varepsilon(s)' \otimes I_n \end{pmatrix}$.

**Proof.** (i) (a)

$$T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2Q \tau \tilde{X}_2 = T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2Q \tau \tilde{X}_2 = T^{-1} W'_0 \left[ IT - \tau (\tau' \tau)^{-1} \tau' \right] W_0$$

$$= T^{-1} W'_0 IT W_0 - T^{-1} W'_0 \tau (\tau' \tau)^{-1} \tau' W_0$$

$$= T^{-1} W'_0 IT W_0 + o_p (1)$$

$\rightarrow_p f_w \Sigma_{0}^{11}$.

(b)

$$D_T^{-1}V'Q \tau V D_T^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix} T^{-1}W'_0 W_0 & T^{-3/2}W'_0 W_2 & T^{-5/2}W'_0 W_2 \\ T^{-3/2}W'_0 W_0 & T^{-2}W'_0 W_1 & T^{-3}W'_0 W_2 \\ T^{-5/2}W'_0 W_2 & T^{-3}W'_0 W_1 & T^{-4}W'_0 W_2 \end{pmatrix} + o_p (1)$$

$$\rightarrow_d \begin{pmatrix} f_w \Sigma_{0}^{22} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & f_{f_2} B_1(s) B_1(s)' ds & f_{f_2} B_1(s) \bar{B}_2(s)' ds \\ 0 & f_{f_1} B_2(s) B_1(s)' ds & f_{f_1} B_2(s) \bar{B}_2(s)' ds \end{pmatrix} .$$
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(c) 
\[ T^{-1/2} \tilde{X}_2' Q_\tau V D_T^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} T^{-1}W_{01}' & T^{-3/2}W_{01}' & T^{-5/2}W_{01}' \end{bmatrix} + o_p(1) \]
\[ \rightarrow_d \left( f_w \Sigma_{012}^{12} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \right). \]

(ii) (a) 
\[ T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' Q'_r \tilde{X}_2 \right) = T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \left[ (\varepsilon' + o_p(1)) \tilde{X}_2 \right] \right) \]
\[ = T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' \tilde{X}_2 + o_p(1) \right) \]
\[ = T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' \tilde{X}_2 \right) + o_p(1) \]
\[ = T^{-1/2} \left( I_{nk} \otimes \varepsilon' \right) \text{vec} \left( \tilde{X}_2 \right) + o_p(1) \]
\[ = T^{-1/2} \sum_{j=[Tf_1]}^{[Tf_2]} \left( w_{01t} \otimes \varepsilon_t \right) \]
\[ \rightarrow_d B_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{01\varepsilon} (f_1). \]

(b) 
\[ (D_T^{-1} \otimes I_n) \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' Q'_r V \right) \]
\[ = (D_T^{-1} \otimes I_n) \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' V \right) + o_p(1) \]
\[ = (D_T^{-1} \otimes I_n) \left( I_u \otimes \varepsilon' \right) \text{vec} \left( V \right) \]
\[ = \begin{bmatrix} T^{-1/2}I_{r_0} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & T^{-1}I_{r_1} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & T^{-2}I_{r_2} \end{bmatrix} \otimes I_n \left( I_u \otimes \varepsilon' \right) \text{vec} \begin{bmatrix} W_{02}' \\ W_{11}' \\ W_{22}' \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ = \begin{bmatrix} B_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{02\varepsilon} (f_1) \\ \int f_2^2 B_1 (s) dB \varepsilon (s) \otimes I_n \\ \int f_1^2 B_2 (s) dB \varepsilon (s) \otimes I_n \end{bmatrix}_{nd \times 1}. \]

\[ \square \]
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It follows from Lemma 6.3 that

\[
T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 Q_2 \tilde{X}_2 = T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 \left[ Q_\tau - Q_\tau V \left( V' Q_\tau V \right)^{-1} V' Q_\tau \right] \tilde{X}_2
\]

\[
= T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 Q_\tau \tilde{X}_2 - T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 Q_\tau V \left( V' Q_\tau V \right)^{-1} V' Q_\tau \tilde{X}_2
\]

\[
= T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 Q_\tau \tilde{X}_2 - T^{-1} \tilde{X}'_2 Q_\tau V D_T^{-1} \left( D_T^{-1} V' Q_\tau V D_T^{-1} \right)^{-1} D_T^{-1} V' Q_\tau \tilde{X}_2
\]

\[
\rightarrow_p f_w \left( \hat{\Sigma}_0^{11} - \hat{\Sigma}_0^{12} \left( \hat{\Sigma}_0^{22} \right)^{-1} \hat{\Sigma}_0^{21} \right) \equiv f_w \Sigma_0^{12},
\]

and

\[
T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \tilde{X}'_2 Q_2 \tilde{X}_2 \right)
\]

\[
= T^{-1/2} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' Q'_2 \tilde{X}_2 \right)
\]

\[
= T^{-1/2} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left[ \varepsilon' \left[ Q'_\tau - Q'_\tau V \left( V' Q'_\tau V \right)^{-1} V' Q'_\tau \right] \tilde{X}_2 \right]
\]

\[
= T^{-1/2} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left[ \varepsilon' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 - \varepsilon' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \left( D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \right)^{-1} D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 \right]
\]

\[
= T^{-1/2} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left[ \varepsilon' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 - \varepsilon' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \left( D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \right)^{-1} D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 \right]
\]

\[
= T^{-1/2} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left[ \varepsilon' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 - \varepsilon' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \left( D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau V D_T^{-1} \right)^{-1} D_T^{-1} V' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 \right]
\]

\[
\rightarrow_d K_{n,nk} \left\{ [B_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{01\varepsilon} (f_1)] - \left[ f_w \Sigma_0^{12} 0 0 \right]_{n_k \times u} \right\}
\]

\[
\frac{f_w \Sigma_0^{22}}{0}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1 (s) B_1 (s)' ds & \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_1 (s) B_2 (s)' ds \\
\int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2 (s) B_1 (s)' ds & \int_{f_1}^{f_2} B_2 (s) B_2 (s)' ds
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\equiv \text{vec} \left( \varepsilon' Q'_\tau \tilde{X}_2 \right)
\]

\[
= \left[ f_w \Sigma_0^{12} \left( \Sigma_0^{22} \right)^{-1} \otimes I_n \right] \left[ B_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{02\varepsilon} (f_1) \right]
\]

where vec is the row-stacking operator and $K_{l,m}$ is the commutation matrix such that $K_{l,m} \text{vec} (M') = \text{vec} (M)$ for an $l \times m$ matrix $M$, $K_{l,m}' = K_{m,l}'$ and $K_{p,l} (M_1 \otimes M_2) K_{m,h} = M_2 \otimes M_1$ for an $l \times m$ matrix $M_1$ and an $g \times h$ matrix $M_2$. Let $A = \left[ I_{n^2 k} - \Sigma_0^{12} \left( \Sigma_0^{22} \right)^{-1} \otimes I_n \right]$ and

\[
B = \left[ B_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{01\varepsilon} (f_1) \right] \left[ B_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - B_{02\varepsilon} (f_1) \right].
\]
We have

\[ T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \right) \to_d K_{nk,n} AB. \]

The covariance matrix of $AB$ is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I_n^{2k} & -\Sigma_0^{12} (\Sigma_0^{22})^{-1} \otimes I_n \\
\Sigma_0^{11} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon & \Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_0^{11} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon & \Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon \\
\Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon & \Sigma_0^{22} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
I_n^{2k} \\
-\Sigma_0^{12} (\Sigma_0^{22})^{-1} \otimes I_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{bmatrix}
(\Sigma_0^{11} - \Sigma_0^{12} (\Sigma_0^{22})^{-1} \Sigma_0^{21}) \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon & 0 \\
-\Sigma_0^{12} (\Sigma_0^{22})^{-1} \otimes I_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= \Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon.
\]

Therefore,

\[ T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \right) \to_d K_{nk,n} (\Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon)^{1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{01\varepsilon} (f_1) \\
W_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{02\varepsilon} (f_1)
\end{bmatrix}, \]

where $W_{01\varepsilon}$ and $W_{02\varepsilon}$ are standard Brownian motion with covariance matrix $I_n^{2k}$ and $I_{nr_0}$. It follows that

\[
\sqrt{T} \left( \hat{\phi}_{f_1, f_2}^{(2)} - \Phi_{f_1, f_2}^{(2)} \right)
= \sqrt{T} \text{vec} \left( \hat{\Phi}_{f_1, f_2}^{(2)} - \Phi_{f_1, f_2}^{(2)} \right)
\]

\[
= \sqrt{T} \text{vec} \left[ \varepsilon' Q_2 \tilde{X}_2 \left( \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \right)^{-1} \right]
\]

\[
= \sqrt{T} K_{n,nk} \text{vec} \left[ \left( \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \right)^{-1} \tilde{X}_2' \tilde{Q}_{2\varepsilon} \right]
\]

\[
= K_{n,nk} \left( I_n \otimes \left( T^{-1} \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \tilde{X}_2 \right)^{-1} \right) T^{-1/2} \text{vec} \left( \tilde{X}_2' Q_{2\varepsilon} \right)
\]

\[
\to_d K_{n,nk} \left[ I_n \otimes (f_w \Sigma_0^{12})^{-1} \right] K_{n,nk} (\Sigma_0^{12} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon)^{1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{01\varepsilon} (f_1) \\
W_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{02\varepsilon} (f_1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= f_w^{-1} \left[ I_n \otimes (\Sigma_0^{12})^{-1} \right] \left( \Sigma_\varepsilon \otimes \Sigma_0^{12} \right)^{1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{01\varepsilon} (f_1) \\
W_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{02\varepsilon} (f_1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= f_w^{-1} \left[ \Sigma_\varepsilon \otimes (\Sigma_0^{12})^{-1} \right]^{1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{01\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{01\varepsilon} (f_1) \\
W_{02\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{02\varepsilon} (f_1)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
6.6 The test statistics

Under the null hypothesis that \( R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \phi_{f_1,f_2}^{(2)} = 0 \), we have

\[
\sqrt{T} R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \phi_{f_1,f_2}^{(2)} \\
\rightarrow_d f_w^{-1} R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \left[ (\Sigma_0^{1,2})^{-1} \otimes \Sigma_\varepsilon \right]^{1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{0\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{0\varepsilon} (f_1) \\
W_{0\varepsilon} (f_2) - W_{0\varepsilon} (f_1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( W_{0\varepsilon} \) is the standard Brownian motion with covariance matrix \( I_{n(\alpha k+\varepsilon)} \). It follows that

\[
Z_{f_2} (f_1) = \left\{ R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \left[ \hat{\Sigma}_\varepsilon \otimes (X_2^2 Q_2 X_2)^{-1} \right] \begin{bmatrix}
R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \end{bmatrix}' \right\}^{-1/2} \begin{bmatrix}
R \left( I_n \otimes H_k^{-2'} \right) \phi_{f_1,f_2}^{(2)}
\end{bmatrix}'
\]

Next, observe that the Wald statistic

\[
W_{f_1,f_2} = Z_{f_2} (f_1)' Z_{f_2} (f_1)
\]

which is a quadratic function of the limit process \( W_m (.) \) with \( W_m (.) \) being vector standard Brownian motion with covariance matrix \( I_m \) (the number of restrictions). It follows by contin-
uous mapping that as $T \to \infty$

$$SW_f (f_1) \to^L \sup_{f_1 \in [0, f_2 - f_0], f_2 = f} \left[ \frac{W_m (f_2) - W_m (f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right]' \left[ \frac{W_m (f_2) - W_m (f_1)}{f_w^{1/2}} \right].$$